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Foreword
Paul D. Planchon, Associate Commissioner

Elementary and Secondary Education Division

Of all the areas within public elementary and secondary education that are experiencing rapid change,

none is experiencing more turmoil than school finance. In part, this is the result of the action of state courts

and state legislatatres. Innovative proposals and new funding mechanisms are changing the traditional land-

scape of school district financing. This activity in states has created a renewed interest in school funding at the

federal level.

Developments in School Finance contains papers by presenters at the annual National Center for Educa-

tion Statistic, (NCES) State Data Conference. The Conference attracts several state education department

policymakers, analysts, and data providers from each state, who are offered training sessions and updates on

developments in the field The presenters are experts in their respective fields, each of whom has a unique

perspective or interesting quantitative research to bring to bear on emerging issues inschool finance. The

reaction of the participants to these presentations was overwhelmingly positive. We hope that will be your

reaction as well.

This report is the second publication of the proceedings of the State D11 Conference. The papers are

intended to promote the exchange of ideas among researchers and policymakers. Because the views are those

of the authors, the papers may provoke discussions, replications, replies, and refutations. If so, the publication

will have accomplished its task. There would be nothing so satisfying to the Center as promoting and contrib-

uting to the field of school finance.
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Introduction and Overview
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Introduction and Overview

William J. Fowler, Jr.
National Center for Education Statistics

Within the public elementary/secondary educa-
tion school systems of the United States there is
tremendous diversity in educational fundir 3 provided
by the federal government, states, and localities. In
part, this funding diversity is due to differences in the
cost-of-living in different geographic areas, and, in
part, to the demographic and fiscal composition of the
school district. An issue of intense interest to educa-
tion policymakers is what influences the level and
cempositign of state and local spending. A frequently
asked question by the public is, "Where has the
money gone?" The public effort to fund education
rose over the last four decades (Condition of Educa-
tion 1995, p.148), as did public education revenues.
This combination of increasing outlays and increasing
effort has caused an interest in the efficiency of the
public education system. Some individuals allege that
in the last quarter-century, education expenditures
have doubled, but student achievement has remained
stagnant (Hanushek and Rivkin 1994).

The presenters at the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES) summer conferences
addressed a general interest in why funding disparity

persists. In the first paper, Jay Chambers examines
why teacher salaries differ among geographic loca-
tions across the country. In his exploratory work to
develop a cost-of-education index (CEI), Chambers
asks:

How much more or less does it cost in
different jurisdictions to recruit and
employ school personnel with similar
characteristics into similar jobs and
job assignments?

To answer this question, Chambers utilized the
NCES 1990-91 Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS)
of over 40,000 public school teachers. This analysis
aided Chambers in obtaining the necessary statistical
data on teacher salaries and cost. Because of the
variations in teacher costs, Chambers used the
hedonic wage modela model that provides a
conceptual framework for understanding the various
factors that underlie variations in the patterns of
teacher salaries in an attempt to capture the intricacies
involved in a teacher's decision to be employed by a
school district and the school district's decision to

13
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employ the teacher. In this regard, the school
district's preferences for a certain type of individual
and the prospecdve teacher's perception of the
geographic amenities of the school district heavily
influence the decision of each party.

Chambers finds that school districts with highly
competitive labor markets have teacher salaries that
are as much as 8 percent higher than those in districts
where there is high unemployment or a lack of
competition. Teacher salaries are approximately 4
percent higher in school districts experiencing high
land prices or a rapidly growing population and are
approximately 6.5 percent higher in more densely
populated areas and larger urban areas that have
higher crime rates. Chambers also finds that teachers
are willing to forego higher salaries to work in areas
that have warmer climates and/or less snowfall.

Chambers uses a value of 100 as the overall
mean value of the teacher cost index (TCI) for the
United States. The variation in the TCI ranges from
a low of 53 to a high of 137, depending on the
district's costs. Using an inappropriate index can
yield significantly different conclusions about the
levels of educational services being provided in
different regions of the country.

The second paper presented at the NCES
summer conference asks how the impending devolu-
tion of federal education funding might affect state
and local funding in education. To understand how a
reduction in federal aid might change state and local
spending, Martin E. Orland and Carol E. Cohen
explore three broad factors that influence state
spending for education: the service needs of states;
the ability to pay; and the willingness to pay. The
authors assume that, all else being equal, states with
higher population to pupil ratios, a higher fiscal
capacity, and those that exhibit greater "fiscal effort"
will have a higher level of per-pupil spending. Ex-
amination of the empirical results demonstrates that
this assumption is correct. However, among high
spending states, there is no common factor that
explains the high spending. In Connecticut, an

abundant tax capacity explains high spending, while
Vermont's high spending is attributable to high
educational effort rates. In contrast. Massachusens
has a high population/pupil ratio which allows this
state to spend generously with effort levels that are
only 85 percent of the national average.

In low spending states with low spending,
virtually every state has both a low per-capita income
and a low demographic capacity. Although these low
spending states have at least average levels of educa-
tional effort, a combination of 'a weak fiscal resource
base and the need to support large numbers of chil-
dren results in low per-child service levels.

For the future Orland and Cohen suggest that
there are two implications for education spending over
the next decade. First, growth rates in per-pupil
education spending will not increase at the same rate
as in the 1970s and 1980s. Also, growth rates in per-
capita income will be slower than what the nation has
experienced in previous decades. Second, it is
unlikely that disparities among states, in their spending
levels will be reduced in the future. For instance, of
the 10 highest-spending states, only 3 states will have
higher-than-average enrollment growth through the
year 2005.

In the third paper presented, Nicola A.
Alexander approaches the question of why state
revenues have grown differentially between school
years 1982-83 and 1991-92. She examines four
factors related to changes in education revenues:
effects of large enrollment increases on the growth of
per-pupil revenue; results of per-pupil revenues in
school year 1982-83; effects of economic growth on
increases in per-pupil school revenues; and the
contribution of revenues from different government
levels to changes in school revenues.

Alexander discovers a relationship between the
rapid growth of a state's economy and an above
average rise in per-pupil revenues. In addition, states
with lower education revenues experienced rapid
revenue increases. 'This process is termed "conver-



gence," that is, high spending states might be expected
to experience fiscal pressure to slow down their rate
of growth, while low-spending states might desire to
"catch-up." To her surprise, Alexander also finds that
increases in enrollment have positive, rather than the
expected negative, outcome on the augmentation of
state education revenues. In addition, states with the
fastest growth of real per-pupil education revenues
rely on increases in local sources of revenue rather
than on state revenue increases, although this was not
dependent upon the percent of state support. The
statistical analysis performed also suggests a pattern
of regional variation in per-pupil growth, in which the
Plains, Southwestern, and Rocky Mountain states had
the lowest growth of education revenue from school
year 1982-83 to school year 1991-92.

Regardless of the rapid growth of real state
education funding, the absolute level of state educa-
tion funding, or the percent of state share compared to
local and federal sources for education funding,
states' exhibit a fiduciary interest in fun& being well
spent. The first of the presentations that examines the
efficacy of public school district spending, by Chrys
Dougherty, focuses on a procedure for identifying
Texas school districts that spent too much on adminis-
tration. In 1991, Texas had 1,053 school districts, of
which 393 enrolled less than 500 students, and the
smallest school district enrolled only two students.
Because even the smallest school districts may employ
a superintendent, and perhaps also a principal,
administrative expenditures can be a substantial
expenditure. 'Three definitions of administrative
spending are used by Dougherty: administrative
spending per student; the ratio of administrative
spending to instructional spending; and the ratio of
administrative to total operating expenditure.
Dougherty finds that economies of scale vanish for a
district size beyond 2,000 students. He also uses a
broad definition of administrative expenditures to
discourage "creative accounting" and "born-again
curriculum coordinators."

Dougherty finds that the ratio of administrative
to instructional expenditure is the most effective

Introduction and Overview

measurement of excessive administrative expenditure
because the ratio does not need to be adjusted for
inflation and encourages shifting of expenditures from
administration to instruction. To determine excessive
administrative expenditures, a least-squares regression
was used to determine which variables were associ-
ated with administrative expenditures. The initial
equation used school district size, wealth, average
campus (school) size, pupil-teacher ratio, percent of
limited-English proficient students, percent of students
in special education, and percent of students in
compensatory education, as well as student mobility
and the index of administrative salaries to those in
other school districts.

Apparently, school districts treat administration
as a luxurythat is, the wealthier the school district,
the higher the administration-instruction ratio. A
lower pupil-teacher ratio also leads to more adminis-
trative spending. Districts with limited-English
proficient or compensatory students also have higher
administrative expenditures. Dougherty also explores
whether there is a relationship between administrative
expenditures and student larning, and student
learning on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills
(TAAS) test. Finally, Dougherty conducted case
studies of selected school districts with unusually high
or low ratios of administrative to instructional expen-
diture.

Scott Jay Lewis builds on the work by
Dougherty by discussing the legislation enacted by the
Texas Legislature in 1993 to require Texas school
districts to limit their administrative expenditures to a
percentage of their instructional expenditures. Senate
Bill 7 (SB7) requires the establishment of administra-
tive expenditure standards for school districts, the
monitoring of these administrative expenditure
standards by the Texas Education Agency (TEA), and
the recovery of funds from districts that do not meet
these standards. The result has been a decrease in the
statewide average instructional to administrative
expenditure ratio in each year since 1988, with the
most dramatic change between 1992 and 1993.

15
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Richard Rothstein examines where increases in
education funding have gone. In his presentation.
Rothstein examines the expenditures of nine school
districts over 25 years, from 1967 to 1991, and
concludes that, while spending has ri,,en substantially,
the inaease is smaller than the traditional claims that
inflation-adjusted (real) spending "roughly doubled"
over that time period. In addition, only about a
quarter of the Increase in education spending went to
"regular education." He believes that this is consis-
tent with the student level of achievement attained
during that period.

Rothstein fmds that thc school districts he
examined have not achieved productivity gains
comparable to those in manufacturing over the
quarter-century. For example, papil-teacher ratios
would have had to increase, rather than decline, over
the time period, for school districts to have become
more productive. However, Rothstein cites the work
of another economist William Baumol to assert that
service sector institations can seldom achieve such
gains. Intere ling examples are barbers and orches-
tras, in whici. we may not expect an increase in
haircuts/barbers, or a decline in musicians/sympho-
nies.

Putting aside these interesting insights, when
Rothstein turns to his main question of where the
increase in education funds have gone, he finds that
special education absorbed 38 percent of the new
funds, this was more than regular education, which
received only 26 percent of the new funds. About 8
percent of the new funds went to expansion of the
school lunch and breakfast programs, and another 7
percent went to attendance, dropout prevention,
alternative instruction and counseling. Within regular
education, higher average teacher salaries were
mainly due to teachers' increased experience and
advanced degrees. However, urban districts barely
increased their regular education spending.

The notion that the expenditure per-pupil has
doubled in the last quarter-century while student
performance has a best stayed constam, comes from

16

the presentation of Eric A. Hanushek. He suggests
that school resources have been very inefficiently
deployed. This issue is a concern because school
quality is an element in determining the productivity
growth of the nation's economy; if school quality
declines, future economic growth is in jeopardy.

Economists have not ignored education, which
is, after all, a sector of the economy larger than steel
and automobiles. Hanushek believes that the results
ohtained from economists have been ignored, and
rossibly contradicted, in some school reforms that
have been undertaken. In addition, the pattern of
spending changes in recent years points to an upcom-
ing fiscal crisis for the nation's schools; for, unlike
that occurring during the 1970s and 1980s, the
student population is again increasing. Local taxpay-
ers are likely to oppose continued expenditure in-
creases, as increased enrollment and rapid increases in
expendimres combine to put "schools in a difficult
fiscal squeeze."

Hanushek also finds that smaller class sizes,
implemented to improve educationequality, are
dramatically more expensive, but in the range of
operations of 15 to 40 students, do not improve
student performance. He also suggests that a teacher
obtaining an advanced degree does little to ensure
high performance, but increases expenditures. In
short, "schools do not regularly insure that increased
student performance flows from increased expendi-
ture." At the same time, Hanushek argues that some
schools are considerably better than others, suggesting
that if school reform were correctly carried out, the
odds that a child is in a favorable learning environ-
ment would increase.

Habushek then goes on to argue what might be
done, but considers the cost of such changes, as well
as the benefits. He recognizes that education is very
complex, and that current knowledge supports simul-
taneously implementing a variety of differing ap-
proaches. However, all of these strategies should
involve incentives, on-going evaluation, the display of
performance achieved, and decision rules regarding

12



thcir success. Improving schools, Hanushek argues,
"is currently made very difficult by the lack of
generally agreed upon measures of performance."
Oddly, this does not mean "test-driven management of
schools," but more controversial programs, such as
merit pay for teachers, private contracting, magnet
schools, schocl choice, and charter schools. All of
these are "virtually untested," which Hanushek argues
calls for a broad program of experimentation, includ-
ing "two-tier" employment contracts. He ends by
arguing that "expanding resources first, and looking
for reform second, is very unlikely to lead to an
improved system."

The importance of these presentations is that
funding differences in the public elementary-second-
ary education school systems of the United States
arise from differences in geographic location, eco-
nomic ability, and relative position. There appears to
be little likelihood of these disparities quickly being
resolved. Ample evidence is presented that some
school districts dissipate their funds by pirchasing
"luxury" items, such as more administration, while

Introduction and Overview

others see their iunds diverted from "regular educa-
tion." Both practices raise questions of productivity
and efficiency during the last quarter-century, a time
of relatively ample resources for education, because
of declining student enrollment.

The presentations are also uniform in their
pessimistic assessment of the luture. 'They foresee
increasing student enrollments, which will create more
fiscal stress upon those states and school systems with
poor demographic and fiscal conditions. Whether this
fiscal stress will result in taxpayer revolts, more
attention to the wise use of resources, incentives to
preserve existing resources, or a new desire to provide
additional funds for education will not be known until
the presentations and observations of future confer-
ence participants.
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Public School Teacher Cost
Differences Across the United

States: Introduction to a
Teacher Cost Index (TCI)

Jay G. Chambers
American Institutes for Research

Introduction

Since the mid-I970s, a number of studies have
focused on dr development of methodologies and
empirical estimation of a cost-of-education index
(CEI).' A CEI Is designed to adjust for differences in
the purchasing power of the educational dollar in
difftrent locations. Because personnel expenditures
account for about 80 percent of local school budgets,
most of the previous studies of education cost differ-
ences have focused attention on the analysis of
personnel costs.2 Thus, the development of an

I See Oiambers (1981a. 198 lb) for methodological di scussib ns. See
Clambers and Parrish (1984) and Clambers (1978, 1980) for a
comprehensive emprical study of educational cost differences. For
work of other authors on the CEI. see Augenblick and Adams (1979);
Brazer (1971); Grubb and Hyman (1975); Kenney. Denslow. and
Goffman (1975); and Wendling (1979).

adequate methodology for addressing the differences
in the costs of personnel would aid in the development
of a CEI. But how are teacher cost differences
defined?

Most educators readily acknowledge that school
districts in different geographic locations encounter
different costs in acquiring and retaining teachers with
similar lualifications. That is, teacher salaries reflect
not only the cost-of-living and desire: ility of a given
geographic location, but also a school district's
preference for teacher qualifications (e.g., educational

2 Since some pcition of the remaining 20 percent of school distnct
budgets is allocated to personal service contracts (e.g., psychological
services, physical and occupational therapy, consultants. repair services,
and legal services). e xpenditures allocated to personnel actually exceed
BO percent.
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preparation or experience levels). The studies of
personnel cost differences address the following
question:

How much more or less does it cost in different
jurisdictions to recruit and employ school personnel
with similar characteristics into similar jobs and job

assignments?

Accurately measuring geographic cost differ-
ences has been one of the pre-eminent measurcment
challenges in education. The challenge of this task
lies in identifying and measuring the factors that
define similar characteristics and similar jobs, as

well as those factors that reflect differences in the
cost-of-living anddesirability across geographic

locations.

Until recently, no national data
have been available to support a
comprehensive analysis of the
variations in teacher salaries. With
the advent of the Schools and
Staffing Survey (SASS), which was
first conducted during the 1987-88
school year by the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES), a
data source emerged that supports
the empirical analysis required to
develop a national, geographical
teacher cost index (T.CI).

The study described in this
paper draws on a sample of over
40,000 public school teachers, derived from the SASS
database for school year 1990-91, to conduct the
statistical analysis of teacher salaries and cost. In

conjunction with the SASS data, the analysis also
uses data from the Census Bureau (e.g., population
and population density), the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics (BLS) (e.g., unemployment rates), the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) (e.g., crime rates), and
the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) (e.g.,

climatic conditions).

The Importance of Cost-of-Education
Adjustments

The importance of developing a CEI is that it
may be used in two significant ways. First, it may be
used to adjust educational expenditure or teacher
salary data for differences in the purchasing power of
the educational dollar in different communities. For
the most part, published information on educational
expenditures and salaries of school personnel across

states and other local junsdictions is
based on actual reported vtues.3
However, because of the existing
variations in the costs of comparable
educational resources across these
jurisdictions, it is difficult to make
comparisons of the level of educa-
tional services being provided in
different locations. In order to make
such compansons, it is necessary to
adjust reported data on average
educational expenditures and teacher
salaries for differences in the pur-
chasing power of the educational
dollar across jurisdictions.

9 For eumple, see the NCES publicauon. Public Elementary and
Secondary State Aggregate Data. for School Year 1990-91 awl
Fiscal Year 1990 (NCES Report No. 92-033).

Example dstudies otthe demand for educabonal expenditures and
demand tor educational sesames (e.g., stafttpupd taws) at the local
level include Buro (1974), Clambers (1975 and 1979), Feldstein
(1975), sad Ladd (1975),

Second, in addition to their importance for
reporting expenditure and salary data, such cost-of-
education adjustments play a significant role in
analyses of the demand for educational services and
inputs across communities.' Studies of educational
resource allocation have commonly had to use mea-
sures such as average teacher salaries or other proxy
variables (e.g., opportunity wages in other occupa-
tions) to reflcct relative costs of school resources.
Unfortunately, variations in average teacher salaries
reflect both variations in costs, as well as the qualifi-



cations of the teaching staff. Analysis of demand for
school inputs requires an index of the relative cost of
comparable inputs. The importance of accurately
controlling for costs in these analyses is that ulti-
mately such studies are often focused on addressing
the impact of changes in state or federal policies or
ftmding formulas. Without the ability to control for
the impact of input costs on choices of local school
district officials, it is not possible to isolate the effects
of state and federal policies on patterns of resource
allocation in local schools.

Toward the Development of a
Teacher Cost Index (ICI)

Barro (1992) developed a model that adjusts the
variations in average teacher salaries for variations in
the levels of education and experience. Other re-
searchers (e.g., McMahon and Chang 1991) have
suggested using a cost-of-living adjustment to account
for variations in the purchasing power of the educa-
tion dollar. Unfortunately, neither of these alterna-
tives is adequate. To capture such variations in
teacher costs requires a comprehensive analysis of the
patterns of teacher compensation. It requires a model
that portrays the complexities of the employment
transaction between an individual teacher and the
school district: that is, one that accounts for school
district preferences for teacher qualifications and
individual teacher preferences for working and living
conditions in local ;ommunities.

The model used for the development of the
TCIreferred to by economists as the hedonic wage
modelprovides a comprehensive conceptual frame-
work for understanding and sorting the various
factors that underlie viciations in the patterns of
teacher salaries. This moo z.1 is well suited to isolate
the impact of regional amenities and costs of living on
teacher salaries while controlling for various teacher
and job characteristics.

In an earlier paper. Chambers ( 1981a) described
the hedonic wage model as follows:

Introduction to a Teacher Cost Index (TCI)

The intuitive notion underlying this theoretical
structure is that individuals care both about the
quality of their work environment as well as the
monetary rewards associated with particular
employment alternatives, and that they will seek

to attain the greatest possible personal satisfac-
tion by selecting a job with tbe appropriate

combination of monetary and non-monetary
rewards. Similarly, employers are not indiffer-

ent as to the characteristics of the individual to
whom they offer particular jobs. The result of
these simultaneous choices is the matching of

individual employees with employers. It is the
result of this matching process itself that reveals
implicitly tbe differential rates of pay associated

with the attributes of individual employees and
the working conditions offered by employers.

More formally, it is the supply of, and demand

for, individuals with certain personal attributes
to any particular kind of job assignment that
determines the equilibrium wages of labor as

well as the implicit market prices attached to the
personal and job characteristics.

Tbe implicit relationship observed between
wages and the personal and job characteristics
of individuals is referred to as a hedonic wage

index. The word bedonic literally refers to the
physical and psychic pleasures that one can
derive from engaging in certain activities. In
the context of labor markets, the word bedonic
refers to tbe satisfactions or utility derived by

employees from the characteristics of the work

place and tbe profits or the perceived productive
value derived by employers from the characteris-
tics of employees they assign to certain jobs.

The hedonic wage index permits one to decom-
pose the observed variation in the wages paid to
labor into the dollar values attached to each unit

of tbe personal and workplace characteristics
(p. 51).

Ordinary least squares regression is used to
estimate the paramete. s of the model. The estimated
coefficients provide a foundation for determining the
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wage premiums (positive or negative) associated with
particular personal, job, or location characteristics.

This analysis reveals wage premiums for
attributes of the workplace and the employee that are
not commonly included in regular salary schedules.
For this reason, the coefficients are said to provide
estimates of the implicit prices of particular at-
tributes. The patterns of implicit prices for worker
attributes result from the process of matching the
combination of teacher characteristics embodied in a
given individual teacher to the job characteristics
embodied in a given job assignment. The employment
of teachers in particular schools represents a process
of choice for the teachers (on the supply side) and for
the school district decision-makers (on the demand
side) that reveals the trade-offs among the teacher
attributes and job characteristics. These trade-offs
provide the basis for the set of
implicit prices.

Objectives of the
Analysis

The TCI analysis presented here
accomplishes two primary objectives.
First, the TCI component extends the
analysis of teacher salaries to include
specific variables that reflect the
costs of living and the amenities of
the jurisdictions in winch public
school systems are located. Second,
the empirical analysis of teacher
salaries is used to estimate a TCI for
each school district in the United States.

The TCI is designed to reflect variations in
teacher salaries associated with factors that are
outside the control of local school decisionmakers.
Thus, calculation of the TCI requires contmlling for
(i.e., holding statistically constant) the differences in

5 A me detailed presentation cf the analysis of the relationship between
teacher salanm and these tenches and pth attributes is contained in
Chambers and Fowler (1995).

teacher qvtlifications and job assignments, while
simulating t ie effects of the factors that reflect
differences ii costs of living and attractiveness of
local jurisdictions. The analysis of teacher costs
presented in this paper controls for two major catego-
ries of teacher and job attributes:5

Personal background characteristics such as
gender, race/ethnicity, marital status, total and
job-specific experience, age, breaks in service,
educational preparation, and undergraduate
major;

Job assignment characteristics such as percent
age cif full-time, an index of class size, whether
the teacher is a mentor, percentage of out-of-field
teaching (for secondary teachers only), amount of
non-school time spent on school-related activities,

ability levels of students taught,
type of school, and indices of
student behavior and problems.

Cost Factors: Regional
and District
Characteristics That Are
Outside Local Control

How do teacher salaries vary
with factors outside local control?
These cost factors encompass
variations in the costs of living,
competitiveness of the labor mar-
kets, levels of crime, quality of the
weather, availability of alternative

job opportunities, and other attributes of the regions
and districts that affect their attractiveness as places
to live and work. It is anticipated that less attractive
jurisdictions will have to pay relatively higher salaries
to attract comparable teachers.



Highlights of the variations in teacher salaries in
relation to each of the cost factors are presented
below.

Competition in the market for teachers.
Counties with highly competitive labor markets
for tea -ilers exhibit salaries as much as 8 percent
higher. In addition, counties with tighter overall
labor markets, as reflected in lower unemploy-
ment rates, also exhibit higher teacher salaries.

Factors underlying cost-of-living differences.
Factors associated with higher costs of
such as higher land prices and faster growth in
population, are also associated with higher
teacher salaries. Districts one standard deviation
above the mean land values pay approximately 4
percent teacher cost difference. A one standard
deviation difference in the growth
rate of the local county is associ-
ated with a 1.6 percent teacher
cost difference.

Amenities of urban and
rural life. In general, more
densely populated areas and
larger urban areas exhibit
significantly higher teacher
salaries. One standard deviation
above the mean in metropolitan
area population is associated
with a 6.5 percent salary differ-
ential. The analysis reveals
higher teacher salaries in areas
with higher crime rates. A one
standard deviation difference in violent crimes is
associated with a 1.5 percent teacher cost differ-
ence.
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Climatic conditions. Teachers appear to
give up salaries to work in regions with warmer
climates (as measured by mean temperatures)
and/or less annual snowfall. Districts in regions
exhibiting mean temperatures one standard
deviation below the mean have 2.8 percent higher
teacher costs. An additional standard deviation
above the mean in snowfall is associated with a
teacher cost difference of 1.3 percent.

The differences in teacher salaries associated
with these variables are cost differences. They reflect
the variations in salaries paid to comparable teachers
working in similar job assignments across local school
systems. That is, all else equal, districts in more
urbanized settings tend to pay higher relative salaries
for comparable teachers. In addition, districts located
in faster growing regions, regions with climates

characterized by colder tempera-
tures and greater quantities of
snowfall, and regions with higher
rates of crime pay higher relative
salaries to teachers, holding all else
constant. At the same time, dis-
tricts in more remote regions pay
somewhat higher-than-average
salaries to compensate for reduced
access to some of the amenities of
living in more urbanized areas.6

ThelCldscñbedinthspaerisbuedonwhatwasreferrediouthe
regional-kvel TCI in Chambers and Fowler (1995). The regional-
level TCI includes only regional- or county-level variables in the
compstanon of the index. A district-level TO, which is calculated in
the full report (Chambers 1995), includes both regional, as well as
district-level variablea in the index. Only the regional- kvel TCI is
;resented in this paper, since the regional factors are more emily
interpreted and the standard erne Of the reglottal.leve I IS Smaller
than for the district-level TCI.

Teacher Cost Differences
by State

Table 1 presents state-by-state
and overall patterns of variation in

the TCI. It designates the number of districts for
which data are included, along with the weighted
mean, standard deviation, and minimum and maxi-
mum values of the index within each state. The
overall mean value of the TCI for the United States is
scaled to a value of 100. This means that the index is
scaled so that the average student attends a district
with a ICI value of 100. The variation in the TCI
across the United States ranges from a low of 53 to a
high of 137. This means that teacher costs for a
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Table I.-State-by-state estimates oUlip teacher cost index iirm

State
Number of
districts

Total
enrollment

Descriouve stanstrcs on irt

Mean
Standard
deviation _Minimum Maximum

United States 14.494 40.116.027 100 11.7 53 137

Alaska 36 94,330 114 8.0 96 137."'..

Alabama 129 725.115 88 5.4 76 97.:

Arkansas 322 431.490 87 4,1 78 97:.

Arizona 205 630,816 97 6.9 84 106

California 991 4,813.643 109 7.6 77 119'

Colorado 176 573.985 99 7.6 71 116

Connecticut 160 453.468 114 3.9 103 Ha

District of Columbia 1 80.694 107 0.0 107 107'

Delaware 16 96,384 102 4.2 96 106.

Florida 67 1.862.185 95 5.4 79 107

Georgia 184 1.150.172 92 8.8 71 106

Hawaii 1 159,285 92 0.0 92 92

Iowa 429 483.176 90 4.7 76 98

Idaho 110 217.555 94 4.7 72 102

Illinois 942 1195,477 107 13.1 72 120

Indiana 295 937.324 98 63 so 106

Kansas 302 436.494 88 7.6 58 99

Kentucky 176 630,091 89 53 76 99,

Louisiana 65 774,724 85 3.9 74 92..

Massachusetts 269 730,024 114 3.8 88 120 .

Maryland 22 669.620 104 5 1 86 112.

Maine 215 208,599 104 4.4 95 111

Michigan 552 1,560,809 105 7.5 86 113

Minnesota 429 751,268 99 8.9 73 111

Miami 338 805.029 93 9.0 71 toi.

Mississippi 149 491,684 84 3.8 74 .. 91

Montana 503 148,411 94 52 76 119

Notth Carolina 133 1.084,489 93 5.1 80 101

North Dakota 262 117,531 89 5.3 68 111

Nebraska 728 269,106 90 6.9 58 118 ....,

New Hampshire 148 163.778 109 3.9 101 113.;

New Jeney 534 1.007,162 113 43 96 119

New Wilco 86 296,471 90 5.2 74 91.

Nevada 17 201,316 95 4.1 87 10S

New York 627 2.361,043 113 12.7 89 129:

Ohio 610 1,766,733 102 63 83 113:

Oklahoma 586 568,711 87 4.3 68 :15

Oregon 292 483,507 100 61 72 108

Pennsylvania 499 1,629,157 106 8.0 86 IN
Rhode Island 36 136,086 111 1.7 108 112::'

South Carolina so 451,308 90 5.9 79 102.

South Dakota 172 123,316 87 4.4 53

Tennessee 132 819,229 90 4.8 77 911

Alias 1,042 3,380,805 93 .83 70 106

Utah 40 444,832 97 4.4 73 110

Virginia 129 984,702 96 8.2 75 ICS .%

Vezmont 236 90,213 101 2.7 95 1011 ..

Washington 294 810.011 106 9.1 75 116

Wisconsin 424 796,114 99 6.7 83 104

West Virginia 54 318.577 86 3.0 78 93.-...:

Wyoming 49 97,976 88 4.4 78 107

SOURCE: U.S. Dsgesunent af UMW& National Canter tor Macaws Statistics, Schools sad Staffing Survey, 1990-91.
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district located in the lowest cost region of the United
States are 53 percent of those faced by the district
serving the average student. The highest cost district
pays 37 percent higher teacher costs than the district
serving the average student The lowest cost region of
the United States is located in South Dakota, while
the highest cost region is located in Alaska. Another
way of looking at these numbers suggests that dis-
tricts in the highest cost regions of the country pay 2.6
times (= 137/53) as much to place comparable
teachers in comparable classrooms and schools as
districts in the lowest cost regions of the country. The
standard deviation of the TCI is 11.7 percent; that is,
most of the districts are within plus or minus 11.7
percent of the average.

The five states with the highest average teacher
costs are, in order from highest to lowest, New York
(115), Massachusetts (114), Con-
necticut (114), Alaska (114), and
New Jersey (113). Four of these
states are located in the northeastern
portion of the United States. Calcu-
lations of standard errors indicate
that the differences among the top
five states are not statistically
significant.'

The five states with the lowest
average teacher costs are, in order
from lowest to highest, Mississippi
(84), Louisiana (85), West Virginia
(86), Oklahoma (87), and South
Dakota (87). Four of these states
are located in the South (using the state classification
scheme provided in SASS). Once again, based on the
standard errors of these estimplo, none of the differ-

' The standard errces of the statewide average index values are generally
below 1 percentage point for all but 13 states. Thus, a 95 percent
confidence interval for the vast majority of states would be smaller than
plus or minus 2 percent. With the exception of Alaska, the standard
errors of the five highest cost states range from 0.6997 in Connecticut to
1.3580 in New York. The standard war for the statewide average in
Alaska is 2.1859. The standard CrIVI is higher for districts further away
from the overall average.

' This excludes Hawau and the District of Columbia, each of which have
only one district.
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ences among the lowest five states is statistically

significant.

The five states with the largest within-state
variation in TCI values (based on the size of the
standard deviations presented in the table) are Illinois,
New York, Washington, Missouri, and Minnesota.
The states with the lowest within-state variation' are
Rhode Island, Vermont, West Virginia, Massachu-
setts, and Mississippi. In general, states with larger
numbers of school districts tend to have a larger
variance. Among the five states that exhibited the
highest within-state variation, the average number of
districts per state is 566, while the aerage number of
districts in the five states with the lowest within-state
variation is 149.

Teacher Cost Differences, by Type of
District

Table 2 presents the descriptive
statistics for the TCI broken down
by region of the United States, level
of per-pupil revenue in the district,
population of the metropolitan area
or county of location, distance from
the central city, district enrollment,
type of city, and percentage of
students living in poverty.

Highlights of the pattern of
variations in the TCI are presented
below.

Regional variation. The average WI tends to
be lowest in the southern part of the United States
and highest in the northeastern states. Using the
regional-level TCI, on average, students in the
South are enrolled in districts facing teacher costs
of about 8.1 percent below average, while
students in the Northeast arc enrolled in districts
facing costs of more than 11.5 percent above
average for similar teachers in similar schools.
Districts in the West exhibit teacher costs of
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Table 2.-The TCI. by region, per-pupil revenue. metropolitan population. distant.* from the nearest central city, district size.

type of city, and percentage of children living in poveril

Number of Total
Category districts enrollment

Descriptive statistics on TCI

Mean
Standard
deviation Minimum Maximum

Region
Northe as t 2.724 6,779.532 112 9.7 86 129

Midwest 5,683 9,844.377 100 10.4 53 120

South 3.287 14519.980 92 7.8 68 112

We st 2,800 8572.138 104 9.7 71 137

Per-pupd revenue
Less than S4,000 3.695 8,903340 91 8.1 65 119

4,000-6,000 7.122 . 22.072.043 99 10.0 53 120

6.000-R.000 2.316 7,257.311 110 10.9 58 129

8.000-10.000 797 1.382,471 111 7.6 62 173

More than 10,000 564 500,862 114 7 4 65 137

Metropolitan population
1 ess than 5.000 686 166,555 84 9.2 53 119

5.000-20.000 3,341 2.521.938 85 6.3 66 137

20.000-50.000 2,799 4.170,191 88 5.8 72 123

50.000-100.000 1,519 3,201,822 92 5.9 78 112

100.000-500.000 2,458 8.348,309 95 7.2 73 119

500.000-1.000.000 1,188 5,578.574 100 7.8 85 113

More than 1,000.000 2,303 16,128.638 110 8.7 84 129

Distance from the nearest central city
Less man 10 miles 2.018 15,477,412 102 9.9 73 120

10-20 2,369 8.832,810 107 11.9 69, 129

20-40 3,973 8,186.292 97 10.5 68 120

40-80 3,770 5.695551 90 7,9 58 119

80-160 1,885 1,576,681 90 7.7 53 119

More than 160 479 347.231 100 11.2 65 137

Distrut size
Less than 500 students 5,154 1,103.979 91 10.3 53 137

501-1.000 2,370 1.712,255 94 10.3 63 134

1.001-5.000 5.374 12.270.304 98 11.3 71 137

5.001-10.000 915 6.317,093 99 11.2 75 123

10501-25.000 480 7,135233 100 10.4 72 119

25,001-50.000 120 4.031,084 100 93 73 119

50,001-100,000 44 2.960552 100 73 $5 120

More than 100.000 21 4523.514 111 12.2 91 129

Type of city
Large central city 811 8.579,610 108 10.9 83 129

Mid-size city 806 9.187513 97 85 73 * 119.

Urban fringe of large city . 1,287 5,921,311 110 7.7 81 120

Urban fringe of mid-size city 810 2.861,090 99 10.0 71 118

Large town 418 1,154,387 92 83 58 119

Small town 4,158 8.812.909 93 9.9 70 137

Rural 6,174 3,596,914 92 8.7 53 137

Percentage of children living in povesty
Less than 10% 4,808 11,733,121 105 8.5 62 134

10-20 4,834 13,299,197 97 9.0 53 117

211-40 3,656 12.941.309 99 143 58 137

More than 40 875 1.700575 93 12.4 62 119

SOURCE: U.S. Dammam ofEducattoo, Nataosal Ceuta' for Falociaios Statimica, School+) aod StafOot Same?, 1990-91.
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about 4.4 percent above average, while districts
in the Midwest are close to the U.S. average.

Urbanicity. Not surprisingly, districts with
higher per-pupil revenues, districts located in
larger metropolitan areas, districts less than 20
miles from a central city, districts with greater
enrollments, and more urbanized districts all tend
to have higher teacher costs. Large central city
districts and those located on the urban fringe of
a large city exhibit the highest average costs
among types of citiesabout 8.2 to 9.5 percent
above average. Districts within 20 miles of the
central city exhibit the highest costs, while
districts between 40 and 80 miles of the central
city exhibit the lowest costs. Districts more than
160 miles from the central city show costs just
slightly below that of districts within the 20 mile
radius. Districts in the largest
metropolitan areas (over one
million in population) exhibit
costs that are almost 10 percent
above average, while districts in
regions or counties with a
population of less than 5,000
exhibit costs that are more than
16 percent below average.
Districts located in metropolitan
areas of half a million to a
million in population exhibit
costs at the U.S. average.

Rural school districts. While
the average student attending
school in a rural district would have access to the
average teacher at a cost of about 8 percent
below aitrage (i.e., an index value of 92), the
student attending school in a remotely-located
district would have access to that same teacher at
about the average cost (i.e., an index value of
100). Although competitive forces in the labor
market might tend to drive salaries down in such
districts, the results suggest that compensating
differentials arc necessary to attract teachers into
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remote regions located away from the amenities of

urban life.

A Comparison of Alternative
Models: The Case for the TCI

In addition to the TCI derived from the hedonic
wage model, two alternative cost adjustments have
been proposed: (1) a geographic cost-of-living (COL)
index (McMahon and Chang 1991), and (2) an index
of variations in average teacher salaries adjusted for
differences in teacher education and experience (Barro
1994). As one would expect, the correlations between
the TCI, the McMahon-Chang COL, and Barro's
adjusted-average-teacher salary index are positive and
relatively high (i.e., 0.76 and 0.72, respectively).
However, there are significant differences in the
values of these indices and what they represent. The

COL accounts only for variations in
the cost of living which, while an
important rut of teacher cost
differences, does not capture all of
the relevant factors (e.g., the effects
of labor market competition, climate,
crime, and urban amemues). The
Barro index controls for teacher
education and experience, but fails to
conicol for variations in other teacher
and school attributes that are within
local control.

The potential for distortion
between the TCI and COL is evident
from a more detailed examination of

the patterns of difference across the United States.
For example, the COL values for the highest COL
regions of the countrythe metropolitan areas
surrounding thz cities of San Francisco and San Jose,
Californiaexceed the average values of the TCls for
these same regions by more than 28 percentage points.
These values represent significant differences in the
perception of what constitutes high costs and provide
a very different picture of the real purchasing power
of the educational dollar. These results suggest that
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teachers are willing to trade salaries for the amenities
of living in the San Francisco-San Jose areas. The
state of Hawaii shows a similar pattern.

The TCI presented in this paper represents an
attempt to account for most of the factors that affect
the ability of local school systems to recruit and
employ teachers with similar characteristics hired into
similar jobs and job assignments. It accounts system-
atically for the factors that underlie differences in the
cost of living, and for differences in regional amenities
that affect the attractiveness of places to live and
work. Despite the high correlations among these three
models, there are some important differences in the
ordering of regions of the country according to these
alternative indices, as well is the magnitudes them-
selves. Using an inappropriate index for adjusting
salary or expenditure data can lead to significantly
different conclusions about the levels of educational
services being provided in different
regions of the country.

Future Work

Future work on the analysis of teacher compen-
sation could be improved along two dimensions.
First, additional data items are needed to control for
teacher quality (e.g., the quality of colleges anended,
scores on Scholastic Assessment Tests (sAn), or
national teacher exams). A second area in which data
could be improved is benefits received by teachers.
The current SASS does not report data that would
permit determination of the value of benefits, which
could easily add as much as 30-40 percent to teacher
salaries. In addition, future research in this area
should expand the analysis of teacher salaries to other
certified and noncertified personnel, as well as
nonpersoiinel resources. While it is expected that
patterns of school administrator costs will be similar
to those for teachers, noncertified personnel tend to
operate in more localized labor markets, and in the

past have been found to have some-
what different patterns of cost
variation than certified personnel
(Chambers 1978). Finally, in order
to develor a comprehensive cost-of-
education index, it will be necessary
to obtain some data on the variations
in the costs of nonpersonnel re-
sources, which account for approxi-
mately 15 percent of school budgets.
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Meeting the Challenge of Devolution:
How Changing Demographic and

Fiscal Contexts Affect State
Investments in Education

Introduction

As the direction of public policy points unam-
biguously to a larger state and local leadership role in
delivering and paying for public services, the near-
and long-term fiscal outlook for states takes on added
relevance to those interested in education finance.
The impending devolution of program responsibility
and authority from Washington. DC to states and
localities means that these governments increasingly
will be expected to design and fund strategies for
meeting the needs of their citizens. What financing
challenges is the education sector likely to face in light
of this changed context? What policy implications are
suggested by this financing outlook?

NOTE: This paper la adapted fonn Martin E. Orland and Carol E. Cohen.
State investments In F,discattan and Other Chddren's Service,: The
Fiscal Challenge, Ahead, prepared for The Finance Project, Waahmiton.
DC, September, 1995.

Martin E. Orland
Carol E. Cohen

The Finance Project

Unlike most other children's services, education
revenue is derived almost exclusively from state and
local sources. The overall proportion of federal
financial support for elementary and secondary
education is currently under 7 percent. So, at first
glanre, it might seem as though a smaller federal role
would not have much impact on education service
provision. However, upon closer inspection, it is clear
that federal devolution can be expected to affect
education financing in at least two ways. Fust, states
and school districts will be increasingly called upon to
provide financing to support the special categories of
funding in which federal financing currently plays a
major role. For instance, disadvantaged students,
students with disabilities, and the limited English
proficient (LEP) have for years been particularly
dependent on targeted federal assistance programs.
More recently, through programs such as Goals 2000
and the School-to-Work Opportunities Act, the federal
government has begun to provide states and school
districts with the marginal resources needed to
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stimulate broad system-wide education reforms
grounded in the principle of all students achieving at
dramatically higher levels.

Perhaps even more significantly, federal oevolu-
tion will cause increased competition for the general
state and local education dollar. As federal payments
for programs like welfare and Medicaid are reduced,
additional pressures will be placed on state and local
budgets to accommodate the shortfalls. Because
education comprises such a large share of state and
local budgets (about 38 cents of every state and local
tax dollar in 1992), it may become an especially
inviting revenue target.

To what extInt will the education sector in states
and local comrnth ities be equipped to meet the
financial challenges brought on by a declining federal
role? Answering this question
satisfactorily requires that we
appreciate the factors most directly
associated with patterns and trends
in education spending. Even a
cursory look at average per-pupil
expenditure levels reveals how much
spending variability exists both
across the states and over time. In
1992, real per-pupil spending was
over three times higher in New
Jersey than in Utah. Even more
dramatically, while kverage per-
pupil education spending rose $110
per year between 1970 and 1989, it
increased at a rate of only $15 per
year between 1990 and 1994.

Analytic Approach and Framework

This study analyzes the fiscal challenges ahead
for states in financing education by examining pat-
terns of state spending for these services and the
major factors that influence them. In addition to
examining recent cross-sectional state data on per-
pupil education spending, we look at spending
changes between 1970, 1980, and 1992. Our ap-
proach is based on the assumption that the factors and
relationships that are significant in explaining current
and recent state spending will continue to affect such

spending in the future.

The hypothesis framing our analysis is that three
broad factors can influence state spending for educa-
tion:

The purpose of this analysis is to better under-
stand what drives spending contrasts like these, and
what this portends for future spending on education.
It is our hope that such an understuding will enable
policymakers at all levels to make more informed
decisions on public educational investments.
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the service needs (or the demo-
graphic capacity) of states to
provide education services;

the ability to pay (or the fiscal
capacity) of states to provide
such services; and

the willingness to pay (or the
fiscal effort) of states and
localities in support of these
services.

The relevance of each of these
factors to the level of per-pupil
education spending in each state is

highlighted below.

Service Needs (Demographic Capacity)

The magnitude of each state's overall need for
educational services can have a major impact on the
amount of resources that state invests in each pupil.
In this study, we measure this factor, which we have



labeled its demographic capacity, by determining a
state's ratio of population to pupils.' All else being
equal, states that are able to spread their educational
costs across a larger population base (i.e., those with
higher population to pupil ratios), can more easily
generate a given level of per-pupil spending than can
states with greater numbers of students relative to
their population.

Ability to Pay (Fiscal Capacity)

The ability to pay, or fiscal capacity, of a state
can also have a major impact on per-pupil education
spending. A state's fiscal capacity represents the
potential of that state to generate resources for public
purposes. Thus, the higher the level of a state's fiscal
capacity, the greater its presumed ability to fund all
public services, including education. Likewise, the
stronger the growth of fiscal capacity,
the greater a state's ability to increase
spending for those services.

As with indicators of need, there
are many possible choices for indica-
tors of state fiscal capacity. Some,
such as per capita income, are based
on broad measures of economic
activity within a state, while others,
such as the Representative Tax
System developed by the Advisory
Commission pn Intergovernmental
Relations, focus more directly on the
revenue-raising potential of state and

Meeting the Challenge of Devolution

local governments. In addition, some measures are
better able to capture the potential of states to export
taxes to, or raise revenues from, non-residents than
are ot.hers. Nevertheless, the fiscal capacity indices
for mos' states tend to differ little depending on what
measure is used, except in those states with relatively
larr.: oil production or tourism industries, where the
potential for tax exporting is the greatest.

In this study, we use per capita personal income
as the indicator of a state's ability to pay for educa-
tional services. Per capita income is a major compo-
nent of a state's capacity to raise revenues for public
services, because most taxes are paid from the income
of a state's residetts. Per capita income is the most
widely used indicator of fiscal capacity, and the most
readily available for the years examined in this study.3

Ibis moo is an admittedly incomplete proxy of state service need cc
demognphic capacity, but one that appears well-suited to the aggegate
aste-level analysis appearing in dis paper. More refined measures
would be exrcted to include other modem popslation chuacterutics.
such as numbers from low-inane families. numbed with limited
Eighth proficiency, numbers with disabilities, etc.

This study foams on states' speeding for educatioa from their own
resources. The concept of facial capacity used I. this study does ad
include federal aid. Although fedeeal greats to states can be expected to
affect their ability to finance educational services and major reductions
in the sim onside gents ere likely, them impacts will be discussed
separately boo the Whams of state fiscal capacity.

Faced effott b0 a flawed proxy for willingness to pay if there are
edema eonetraints on spending levels, suds as federal mandates. court
ceders, ar state cosainnional requirements for allocating funding,
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Willingness to Pay (Fiscal Effort)

The third major factor that
can affect state per-pupil education
spending is a state's willingness to
pay for education. Willingness to
pay is captured by the fiscal effort
a state makes. Fiscal effort relates
a state's actual revenues or spend-
ing to its fiscal capacity. Because
fiscal capacity varies across states,
a state with lower fiscal capacity
will have to use a greater share of
its capacity to achieve the same
service levels as a state with higher
fiscal capacity (all else being

equli) and vice versa. Fiscal effort thus provides a
mcasure of the relative burden placed on a state's
!esources, or the effort made to achieve the service
levels that are provided.'

Fiscal effort can be measured for the total of all
revenues or spending (i.e., the overall fiscal effort of a
state) or for selected categories. In this study, we use
education spending per $100 of personal income as
our measure of fiscal effort for education. Because
we use personal income (on a per capita basis) as our
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indicator of fiscal capacity, we also use it in defining
our measure of fiscal effort.

Relationship of Service Needs, Ability to Pay, and

Willingness to Pay

We have noted above that service needs (or
demographic capacity), ability to pay (or fiscal
capacity), and willingness to pay (or fiscal effort) can
each independently affect state per-pupil spending
levels. Gold developed an approach describing how
these factors interrelate in each state to affect spend-
ing using the following mathematical identity.

School Spending/Pupsls = Spending/Income* Income/

Population * Population/Pupils

In this equation, we see that education service
levels (school spending per-pupil) is a
multiplicative function of fiscal effort
(spending in relation to personal
income); fiscal capacity (per capita
income); and demographic capacity
(the ratio of population to pupils).
The mathematical identity, in effect,
decomposes state per-pupil spending
levels into demographic capacity,
fiscal capacity, and fiscal effort
components. As discussed later in
this paper, by relating each compo-
nent in a state to its corresponding
value for the United States as a
whole, its relative contribution in
explaining that state's spending can
be observed.

they are likely to mean for most states in the future.
Because of the great variation among states, however,
we also present state-by-state data and highlight
significant variations among states or regions where

they exist.'

Our work relies on data compiled by Steven D.
Gold et al. and published in State Investments In
Education and Other Children's Services: Fiscal
Profiles of the 50 States, as well as an analysis
prepared for The Finance Project by the same authors.
That database contains state- by-state data and
national data on state spending for education (as well
as other children's services) and related economic and
demographic factors. Some of the features of that
database are described below.

Definition of State Education Spending

Features of Our Presentation and Data

Our analysis primarily examines national
patterns and trends in the data and discusses what

Intrastate variation., in spending and other variables can be as large or
larger than interstate vanations. Discussion of the extent and
significance of intnstate variations is beyond the scope of this analysis.

' Although the federal anuribution to education spending ranged as high
as 17.7 percent in ooe state (Mississippi), in 40 of the 50 states, the
federal cxnunhution was less than 10 percent

State education spending is
defified as all current spending for
public elementary and secondary
education in a state. It excludes
expenditures for capital improve-
ment and focuses only on ongoing
expenditures for KI2 education.
Education spending includes
spending from federal revenue
sources. However, because the
federal contribution to state elemen-
tary-secondary education spending
is relatively small (in 1992, less
than 7 percent6), this measure of
education spending primarily

reflects the commitment of states, including their local
governments, to education spending from their own

resourcns.

Time Periods

The database includes education data for 1992,
the most recent year for which all the data were
available, as well as historical data for 1970, 1980,
and 1992.



Adjustments for Inflation and Differences in Price

Levels

Inflation reduces the value of a dollar of spend-
ing over time. To adjust for this effect, all fiscal data
are presented in 1992 constant dollars.' Our compa
sons of revenue, spending, and income data over time
thus represent real changes in the levels of these
variables, after accounting for the effects of inflation.

Likewise, differences in price levels among
locations can bias interstate comparisons because of
their effect on the purchasing power of families and
governments. A family with a $40,000 annual income
in Boston, for example, has much less purchasing
power than one with the same income living in
Jackson, Mississippi. However, because valid and
reliable state-level price-adjusted data are less readily
available over time than non-adjusted
data, most of the data in this report
are unadjusted. In those instances
where we have used an existing index
to adjust for interstate price-level
differences (see, for example, table
1), the results suggest that such
adjustments narrow but do not
eliminate the wide variations among
states.'

Key Findings: Patterns
and Trends in Education
Spending

Elementary and secondary education constitutes
by far the largest single category of spending by state
and local governments. In 1992, states devoted 34

' Data on education spending were adjusted wing the implicit pnce
deflocr for state and local government purchases. Per capita income
dee were adjusted using the fixed-weight personal constmtpuon
expenditure deflator.

' There have been at least two recent efforts to develop indices of state
price-level differences. The index used in this report to illustrate the
effect et eelsi state education spending fix price level differences
was developed by F. Howard Nelms of the American Federation of
Teachers Renard Department. Another index used in this report to
adjust state fiscal capacity was developed by Herman Leonard and
Monica Fryer.
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percent of their tax revenues to finance K-12 educa-
tion, compared to about 20 percent for health, 12
percent for higher education, and 8 percent for social
welfare. Thirty-eight cents of every state and local
tax dollar that year supported education.

The magnitude of state and local educational
investments should not obscure the fact that states
vary considerably in both their levels of education
spending and rates of expenditure growth. As noted
earlier, New Jersey spent over $9,000 per-pupil in
1992, a figure that is about three times greater than
that for Utah. Even when spending is adjusted for
differences in the cost of living, substantial differences
remain (see table 1). And while the last two decades
were periods of substantial real growth in educational
expenditures overall (see table 2), spending disparities
among the states have remained relatively constant

(see table 3).

In this section, we attempt to
document factors that influence
education.spending. Specifically,
we address the question of how
strongly indicators of demographic
capacity (service needs), fiscal
capacity (ability to pay), and fiscal
effort (willingness to pay) can
explain spending patterns and trends
among the states. To the extent that
any of these factors appear salient,
we can use this knowledge to make
more informed judgmeats regarding

the prospects for education spending in the future.

We begin this discussion by examining data on
eemographic capacity, fiscal capacity, and fiscal
effort between 1970 and 1992. We then relate these
factors to changes nationally in per-pupil spending
levels over this period, as well as to differences among
the states in per-pupil spending. Finally, we discuss
the implications of these findings for future education
spending.
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Table 1.-Cuxrent education spendMit per-ouoil bv state: 1992

Unadjusted Index
State Spending (U.S. = 100)

Spending
Adjusted for

Cost
Differences*

Index
(U.S. = 100)

United States $5,421 100 $5,421 100

New Jersey 9,317 172 7,302 135

New York 8,527 157 7,251 134
Alaska 8,450 156 6,387 118

Connecticut 8,017 148 6,258 115

Vermont 6,944 128 6,855 126
Maryland 6,679 123 5,808 107

Pennsylvania 6,613 122 6,186 114
Rhode Island 6,546 121 6,017 111

Massachusetts 6,408 118 5,344 99
Michigan 6,268 116 6.725 124
Wisconsin 6,139 113 6458 123

Delaware 6,093 112 5.544 102

Oregon 5,913 109 6,231 115

Wyoming 5.812 107 6,144 113

New Hampshire 5.790 107 5,341 99
Ohio 5,694 105 6,116 113

Illinois 5,670 105 5,870 108

Maine 5,652 104 5,618 104

Montana 5,423 100 5,901 109

Hawaii 5,420 100 4,091 75
Minnesota 5,409 100 5,760 106
Washington 5,271 97 5,368 99
Nebraska 5,263 97 5,835 108

Florida 5,243 97 5,687 105
Colorado 5,172 95 5,219 96
Atst Virginia 5,109 94 5,872 108
Iowa 5,096 94 5,669 105
Indiana 5,074 94 5,600 103
Kansas 5,007 92 5,594 103
Nevada 4.926 91 5,027 93
Virginia 4,880 90 5,304 98
Missouri 4,830 89 5,279 97
California 4,746 88 4,280 79
Kentucky 4,719 87 5,356 99
Texas 4,632 85 5,147 95
North Carolina 4,555 84 5,067 93
North Dakota 4,441 82 4,979 92
South Carolina 4,436 82 4,995 92
Arizona * 4381 81 4,554 84
Georgia 4,375 81 4,850 89
Louisiana 4,3$4 80 4.937 91

South Dakota 4,173 77 4,699 87
Oklahoma 4,078 75 4418 85
Arkansas 4,031 74 4,602 85
New Mexico 3,765 69 4,088 75

Tennessee 3,692 68 4,148 77
Alabama 3,616 67 4,100 76
Idaho 3,556 66 3.891 72
Mississippi 3,245 60 3,738 69
Utah 3.040 56 3,304 61

Ratio between Highest-
and Lowest-Spending States 3jJQ ile 1SO-State Average
Standard Deviation l'
Coarsen:Mal Variation 0.17

Spendmg adjusted by coat index prepared by F Howard Nelson, American Federation of Teacher,.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education. National Centat for Education Statistics, Digest of Eeitteatwn Stanshcs, 1994, Tal,le 166. p 16s. reported
in Steven D. Geld et al. "How Funding of Programs foe Children Varies Among the SO States." prepared foe The Finance Project,May 1995.
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Table 2.-Percentage change in real current per-pupil spending, by region: 197040. 1980-92. and 1970-92

Region State 1970-80 1980-92 1970-92

United States
New England

Mid-Atlantic

Great Lakes

Plains

Southeast

Southwest

Rocky Mountain

Far West

Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

Delaware
Maryland
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Wisconsin

Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Caroiina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

Arizona
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Texas

Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Utah
Wyoming

Alaska
California
Hawaii
Nevada
Oregon
Washington

26.6
15.7
19.9
49,2
20.5
32.7
12.5

44.5
28.7
42.8
18.6
30.7

29.4
17.5
32.8
29.2
27.6

25.3
28.2
20.1
24.2
32.8
26.5
25.7

34.7
26.0
173
25.7
41,9
25.7
51,0
30,3
30.0
31,3
26.5
30.3

24.5
30.8
45.0
39.6

49.2
25.1
44.0
20.4
34.2

91.4
18.9
25.5
23.5
32.3
27,6

NOTE Numb« of pupils sa average daily attendance.
SOURCE U S. Depanment of Education, National Ceuta for Education Statistics, Digen of Sincetiore Antiolics, 1994. Table 166.p. 165. reported
in Steven D. Gold et al. "Now Funds') of Pro for Children Vatiee Amon the 50 States " and for The Finance Pro'w4. Ma 1995.
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90.2
77.9
30.5
73.5
44.5
99.6

22.2
47.6
67.6
41.4
49.7

25.8
54.8
36.3
57.5
42.3

25.8
12.3
10.1
41.2
40.5
32.8
25.5

28.8
47,0
59.3
54.5
59.2
39 5
11.9
49.1
45.3
29.6
42-2
523

27.6
6.2

21.5
38.8

22.6
23.0
253

5.3
32.0

2.6
20.1
34.0
35.4
26.1
17.8

73.4
120.0
113.2
94.7

109.0
91.8

124.6

76.7
89.9

139.3
67.7
95.7

62.8
81.9
81.0

103.6
81.5

57.6
693
56.2
77.8
86.6
68.0
57.8

73.5
852
86.9
94.2

126.0
75.4
69.1
94.3
88.9
70.2
79.9
99.0

58.8
39.0
76.2
933

82.9
53.9
81.0
26.7
77.2

96.4
42.9
682
67.2
66.8
50.4
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Table 3.-Real current education spending per-pupil, by region: 1970, 1980, and 1992 (in 1992 constant dollars)

Region State 1970 1980 1992

New England Connecticut $3,644 $4,216 $8,017
Maine 2,651 3,178 5,652
Massachusetts 3,291 4,911 6,408
New Hampshire 2,770 3,338 5,790
Rhode Island 3,414 4,531 6,546
Vermont 3,092 3,479 6,944

Mid-Atlantic Delaware 3,448 4,984 6.093
Maryland 3,517 4,526 6,679
New Jersey 3,893 5,559 9,317
New York 5,084 6,031 8,527
Pennsylvania 3,379 4,416 6,613

Great Lakes Illinois 3,483 4,507 5,670
Indiana 2,789 3,279 5,074
Michigan 3,464 4,599 6,268
Ohio 2,797 3.615 5,694
Wisconsin 3,383 4,315 6,139

Plains Iowa 3,234 4,052 5,096
Kansas 2,954 3,786 5,007
Minnesota 3,464 4,159 5,409
Missouri 2,716 3,373 4,830
Nebraska 2,820 3,746 5,263
North Dakota 2,644 3,345 4,441
South Dakota 2,644 3,324 4,173

Southeast Alabama 2,084 2,808 3,616
Arkansas 2,176 2,742 4,031
Florida 2,805 3,291 5,243
Georgia 2,253 2,831 4,375
Kentucky 2,088 2,963 4,719
Louisiana 2,483 3,122 4,354
Misfits , - 1,920 2,899 3,245
North a. k lina 2,345 3,056 4,555
South Carolina 2,349 3,052 4,436
Tennessee 2,169 2,848 3,692
Virginia 2,713 3,432 4,880
West Virginia 2,567 3.345 5,109

Southwest Arizona 2,759 3,434 4,381
New Mexico 2,709 3,544 1765
Oklahoma 2,314 3,355 4,078
Thus 2,391 3.338 4,632

Rocky Mountain Colorado 2,828 4,218 5,172
Idaho 2,310 2,890 3.556
Montana 2,996 4,314 5,423
Utah 2,398 2,887 3,040
Wyoming 3,280 4,402 5,812

Far West Alaska 4,303 8,237 8,450
California 3,322 3,951 4,746
Hawaii 3,222 4,045 5,420
Nevada 2,946 3,638 4,926
Oregon 3,544 4.690 5,913
Washington 3,506 4,474 5,271

50-State Average 2,947 3,862 5.330
Range 3,165 5,495 6,277
Standard Deviation 605 971 1,323
Coefficient of Variation 0.21 0.25 0.23

NOM Number of pupils is average daily atmadaace.
Figures were adjusted by the State aad Local Goverment lambs:it Price Deflator from the Economic Repon of the President (1992=100).

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education. Natioul Center for F.Alucautia Statistics, Dignt oftwhicahon Statistics. 1994, Table 166. p. 163, reported

at Steven D. Gold et al "How Puedias of holm= far Cialdrea Varies Amato the 50 States," prepared for The Pitman Project, May 1995; lad

calculaUoss by The Haus Project.
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Education Spending and Demographic
Capacity: The Importance of the Relative
Size of the School Population

Our indicator of the need for educational
services in a state (or its demographic capacity) is the
size of the total population relative to the number of
children enrolled in the public schools. As noted in
the previous section, the higher a state's ratio of
population to pupils, the higher its demographic
capacity, and vice versa. By this measure, demo-
graphic capacity to support per-pupil education
spending increased by 26 percent between 1970 and
1992. Growth occurred in every state and was
especially pronounced during the 1970s. States with
the highest demographic capacity tend to be over-
whelmingly in the Northeast and Great Lakes regions,
while those with the lowest demographic capacity are
consistently found among the
Southwest and Rocky Mountain
states (see table 4).

As suggested earlier, higher
demographic capacity should be
good news for per-pupil education
spending. This is because the
financial burden of educating
children who are in the public
education system can be spread
among more taxpayers. Conversely,
having mor9 pupils relative to the
population at large would be
expected to make it more difficult to
generate high per-pupil spending
levels. Simple correlations appear to support this
hypothesis. In 1992, the correlation between our
measure of education need and per-pupil education
spending was -0.51, while the correlation between
percentage enrollment growth and pa-pupil spending
growth (between 1970 and 1992) was -0.26.

Meeting the Challenge of Devolution

Education Spending and Fiscal Capacity:
The Importance of the Size of the Revenue Pie

While education service needs declined during
the past two decades, the capacity to finance these
services grew at a healthy rate. As measured by
changes in real per capita income, state fiscal capacity
grew by 31 percent in the 1970s, and 17 percent
between 1979 and 1991 (see table 5). State growth
patterns were generally consistent with national trends
during both decades, with the notable exception of
most of the New England and Mid-Atlantic states,
where gains were stronger between 1979 and 1991
than they were between 1969 and 1979. Most high-
capacity states can be found in the New England and
Mid-Atlantic regions, while low-capacity states tend
to predominate in the Southeast, Southwest, and
Rocky Mountain areas.'

' Then regional patterns remain mostly imam after adjusting fiscal
arm* for interstate Menaces in the omit of living. The effect of
adjusting for con-at living differences is to reduce the variation in fiscal
capacity mom states. For example, aftet adjustmeet. the overall fiscal
capacity Men of the New Engird region falls from 117 to 107, while
that of the Southeast region riaes from 89 to 97.

Obviously, all things being
equal, fiscally strong states can
support generous per-pupil education
spending levels more easily than can
states with a poorer resource base.
We would thus expect to see both
higher levels of per-pupil spending in
states with greater fiscal capacity,
and also higher rates of pa-pupil
spending growth among states where
fiscal capacity gains wet ; greatest.
Simple correlations reveal a strong
relationship between per capita
income and pa-pupil spending for
1992 (0.80) and a weaker, but still

silbstantial, relationship between 1970 t 1992

changes in per capita income and changes in per-pupil
spending (0.52).

Education Spending and Fiscal Effort: The
Importance of Educational Resource Commit-
ments

As noted earlier, the degree to which a state taps
its available resource capacity, or its fiscal effort, is a
third factor explaining per-pupil education spending.
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Table 4.-Ratio of population to public school enrollment, by region: 1970, 1980, an 1992

Region State 1970 1980 1992 1992 Rank

United States 4.42 5.39 6.00
New England Connecticut 4.64 5.47 6.70 7

Maine 4.13 4.94 5.71 28
Massachusetts 4.92 5.55 7.08 1

New Hampshire 4.76 5.35 6.26 11

Rhode Island 5.15 6.19 7.06 2
Vermont 4.37 5.12 5.85 24

Mid-Atlantic Delaware 4.14 5.76 6.66 8
Maryland 4.34 5.43 6.61 9
New Jersey 4.88 5.73 7.00 4
New York 5.26 5.94 6.83 6
Pennsylvania 5.00 6.03 7.06 3

Great Lakes Illinois 4.75 5.59 6.24 12
Indiana 4.20 5.05 5.86 22
Michigan 4.11 4.97 5.88 21
Ohio 4.34 5.33 6.13 15
Wisconsin 4.47 5.44 5.07 18

Plains Iowa 4.25 5.32 5.68 32
Kansas 4.31 5.55 5.59 37
Minnesota 4.11 5.19 5.72 27
Missouri 4.31 5.60 6.12 16
Nebraska 4.45 5.44 5.69 3C

North Dakota 4.20 5.54 5.35 40
South Dakota 4.01 5.15 5.34 42

Southeast Alabama 4.16 5.13 5.66 34
Arkansas 4.16 5.01 5.41 38
Florida 4.72 6.28 6.87 5
Georgia 4.09 5.00 5.63 35
Kentucky 4.54 5.38 5.75 26
Louisiana 4.33 5.17 5.34 41
Mississippi 3.86 5.20 5.14 44
North Carolina 4.24 5.04 6.15 14
South Carolina 3.96 4.94 5.68 33
Tennessee 4.37 5.23 5.94 20
Virginia 4.29 5.16 6.19 13
West Virginia 4.35 5.00 5.62 36

Southwest Arizona 4.15 5.18 5.70 29
New Mexico 3.66 4.65 5.01 45
Oklahoma 4.14 5.09 5.39 39
Texas 4.01 4.83 4.98 46

Rocky Mountain Colorado 4.02 5.18 5.68 3
Idaho 3.93 4.60 4.60 48
Montana 3.97 4.99 5.18 43
Utah 3.46 4.25 3.87 50
Wyoming 3.81 4.7.4 4.49 49

Far West Alaska 3.85 4.50 4.79 47
California 4.29 5.65 5.95 19
Hawaii 4.16 5.63 6.49 10
Nevada 188 5.18 6.10 ? 7

Oregon 4.31 5.52 5 85 23
Washington 4.07 5.22 5.77 25

The 1992 population-to-enrollment ratios in this table differ sltghtly from the populatmn-to-pupd ratios in rabic 8. Because of data
constraints, fall enrollment data were used to create the ratios in this table, while average daily attendance data were used to create the ratios in Table 8

sot 'IWE S Department of Education. National ('enter for &location Statioics. Digest of Eduration Starutu-s. 194)4 ( !WES 94.115). reported in Steven
1). ;old et al. "flow Funding of Programs for Children Varies Among the 50 States." prepared for The Finance Project May 1995, and calculations by

the Finance Project.
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Table -Real per capita income, by region: 1969. 1979, and 1991

Per Capita Income um 1991 dollars) Percentage Change

Region 1969 1979 1991 1969-79 1979-91 1969-91

United State, 512.636 S16,485 S19,1' 9 30.5 16.5 51.9

New England Connecticut 15.960 19.619 15,8- 4 22.9 31.7 61.9

Maine 10,370 13.394 17,330 29.2 29 4 67.1

Massacbuseus 14.075 17.273 22,796 22.7 32.0 62.0
New Hampshire 12.',98 15.880 20,961 28.1 32.0 69.1

Rhode Island 12.40 15.476 19,451 22.4 25 7 53.9

Vermont 11.178 14.133 17,811 26.4 26.0 59.3

Mid-Atlantic Delaware 14.648 16,809 20.317 14.8 20.9 38.7

Maryland 13.780 17,670 22.483 28.2 27.2 63.2
New Jersey 14.923 18.890 24.744 26.6 31.0 65.8

New York 15.225 17,820 22.925 17.0 28.6 50.6

Pennsylvania 12.570 16,498 19,638 31.2 14.0 56.2

Great Lakes Illinois 14.390 18.425 20,622 28.0 11.9 43.3

Indiana 12.189 15.776 17,275 29.4 ').5 41.7

Michigan 13.445 17.427 18,693 29.6 7.3 39.0

Ohio 12.872 16.343 18.001 27.0 10.1 39.8

Wisconsin 12.179 16.416 17,970 34.8 9.5 47.5

Plains 10Wa 11.901 16,169 17.102 35.9 5.8 43.7

Kansas 11,636 16,571 18,259 42.4 10.2 56.9

Minnesota 12.365 16,683 19,289 34.9 15.6 56.0

Missouri 11,715 15,712 18.105 34.1 15.2 54 5

Nebraska 11,725 15,661 18.047 33.6 15.2 53.9

North Dakota 9,876 14,677 15,594 48.6 6.2 57.9

South Dakota 9.747 14,206 16,419 45.7 15.6 68.5

Southe .st Alabama 9,024 12.814 15,601 420 ' 21.7 72.9

Arkansas 8417 12.637 14,458 46.7 14.4 678
Florida 12,007 15.857 19,203 32.1 21.1 59.9

Georgia 10,439 13,920 17,636 33.3 26.7 68.9

Kentucky 9,700 13,522 1.5.442 39.4 14.2 59.2

Louisiana 9,521 14.010 1.5,067 47.1 7.5 582
Mississippi
North Carolina

7,841 11.644 13,210
9,962 13,293 16.810

48.5
33.4

13.4
26.5

68.5
68.7

South Carolina 9,216 12,509 15.469 351 23.7 67.8

Tennessee 9,720 13,447 16,489 38.3 22.6 69.6
Virginia 11,669 13,959 20,074 36.8 252 72.0
West Virginia 9.167 13,299 14,665 45.1 10.3 60.0

Southwest Arizona 11.390 15,135 16,760 33.8 10.0 47.1
New Mexico 9,571 13,542 M,818 413 94 501
Oklahoma 10.482 15,083 15.656 43.9 3.8 494
Texas 11,129 16,118 17,440 441 8.2 56.7

Rocky Mountaui Cokeado 12,182 17.191 19,745 41.1 149 62.1

Idaho 10,578 14.014 15,854 32.5 13,1 49.9
Montana 10,631 14.558 15,793 3649 8.5 48.5
Utah 10,022 13452 14,737 342 9.5 47.1

Wymniug 11,682 18.612 18,295 393 -13 16.6

Far West Alaska 15.371 22.665 21,592 47.5 .4.7 40.5
California 14,887 19,2,41 20,880 29.2 8.5 40.3

Hawaii 14698 11,486 21,621 19.0 217 47.1

Nevada 14,840 19,263 20,774 29.8 7J 40.0

°NIIiirial
16 17,78912.100 723, 38.2 6.4 47.0

gtoo 13.475 17,890 20.163 32.8 12.7 49.6

SOURCE: U.S. Deputise ot Commies. Bureau et &am= Anlysis. SW. Sammy llebles Aups11.914)(SA 14. S4512), 1929-91,

194641 asid calculasioss by As Flamm Project
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A state that devotes a larger share of its available
resources to education will spend more per-pupil than
a comparable state (in terms of both demographic and
fiscal capacity) that makes a more modest resource
commitment.

Educational effort is really a function of two
components. One is the size of the government sector
in the state relative to overall available resources. A
larger government revenue base means more resources
potentially available to support educational expendi-
tures.

The second critical component of educational
effort is the share of government resources supporting
education. Differences among states in the education
share of the government pie, as well as changes in that
share over time, can profoundly affect educational
effort levels and, ultimately, per-pupil expenditures.

Nationally, educational effort remained tela-
tively stable oetween 1970 and 1992. It declined a bit
in the 1970s, before growing modestly from 1980 to
1992 (see table 6). Analyzing educational effort by
its two core components reveals that the small overall
decrease in education effort is entirely attributable to
smaller education shares of state and local tax bases.
General state and local government tax effort levels

remained relatively unchangttf between 1970 and
1992. However, the share of this resource base going
to education declined from approximately 44 percent
to 38 percent (see table 6). Most of this decline
occurred in the 1970s and was a function of reduced
local (rather than state) government education revenue
shares.

The overall stability in educational effort should
not obscure significant changes in some states in
recent years (see table 7). Massachusetts, for ex-
ample, increased its effort by nearly 30 percent in the
1970s, only to decrease it by about 25 percent during
the 1980s and early 1990s. Wyoming did the oppo-
sitt., decreasing its effort significantly in the 1970s (18
percent) and increasing it by an even greater rate (33
percent) between 1980 and 1992. Over the entire
1970 to 1992 period, 14 states experiexed double-
digit decreases in educational effort, while 7 experi-
enced double-digit gains. Significantly, educational
effort is not strongly associated with region. States
with high and low effort levels, and with small and
large recent changes in their relative resource commit-
ments to education, can be found in all parts of the
country.

Table 6.--Growth in education spending in relation to personal income and educauon's share ot tax
revenue: 1970, 1980, and 1992

1970 1980 1992

Current Education Spending
per $100 of Personal Income

State-Local Education Revenue
as a Percentage of Total
State-Local Tax Revenue

$4.46

43.5

$4.30

39 0

$4 lb

38 2

SOURCE: Steven D. Gold et al.. "How Funding of Pmgrams for Children Varies Among the 50 States, prepared for The
Finance Pruject. May 1995.
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Table 7.-Current education sp:mding per $100 of personal income, by region: 1970, 1980, and 1992

Region State
Spending per 5100 Income
1970 1980 1992

Percentage Change
1970-80 1980-92 1970-92

United States $4.46 $4.30 $4.36 -3.6 1.5 -2.2
New England Connecticut 4.07 3.69 4.31 -9.4 16.8 5.8

Maine 5.02 4.68 5.23 -6.9 11.9 4.2
Massachusetts 3.78 4.86 3.68 28.5 -24.2 -2.6
New Hampshire 3.74 3.73 4.00 -0.3 7.1 6.8
Rhode Island 4.09 4.47 4.44 9.3 -0.8 8.4
Vermont 5.35 4.86 6.24 -9.3 28.6 16.6

Mid-Atlantic Delaware 4.56 4.89 4.14 7.3 -15.4 -9.2
Maryland 4.49 4.37 3.99 -2.7 -8.7 -11.1
New Jersey 4.21 4.78 5.02 13.6 5.2 19.4
New York 4.94 5.10 4.78 3.1 -6.2 -3.3
Pennsylvania 4.29 4.28 4.42 -0.4 3.3 2.9

Great Lakes Illinois 3.96 3.98 3.89 0.6 -2.2 -1.7
Indiana 4.28 3.92 4.69 -8.4 19.8 9.7
Michigan 5.05 5.27 5.23 4.2 -0.8 3.4
Ohio 4.00 3.97 4.63 -0.6 16.6 15.9
Wisconsin 4.83 4.56 5.17 -5.7 13.5 7.1

Plains Iowa 5.23 4.60 4,94 -12.1 7.3 -5.6
Kansas 4.62 3.90 4,46 -15.5 14.3 -3.4
Minnesota 5.57 4.85 4.61 -13.0 -4.9 -17.2
Missouri 3.91 3.58 3.87 -8.5 8 0 -1.2
Nebraska 4.44 4.34 4.81 -2.3 10.9 8.4
North Dakota 5.29 4.36 4.97 -17.5 14.0 -6.0
South Dakota 5.57 4.45 4,50 -20.1 1.0 -19.2

Southeast Alabama 4.51 4.23 3.86 -6.3 -8.6 -14.4
Arkansas 4.73 4.25 4.83 -10.0 13.6 2.2
Florida 3.99 3.37 345 -15.7 8.5 -8.5
Georgia 4.18 3.92 4.I1 -6.3 5.0 -1.6
Kentucky 3.77 3.91 4.72 3.7 20.7 2: 2
Louisiana 4.84 4.11 4.99 -15.1 21.3 3.0
Mississippi 5.00 4.73 4.49 -5.4 -5.2 -10.3
North Caiolina 4.47 4.46 4.11 -0.3 -7.9 -8.1
South Carolina 5.15 4.72 4.66 -8.2 -1.4 -9.5
Tennessee 4.14 3.96 3.50 -4.4 -11.5 -15.4
Virginia 4.34 4.05 3.96 -6.7 -2.2 -8.8
West Virginia 5.16 4.81 5.74 -6.9 19.2 11.0

Southwest Arizona 4.72 4.32 4.14 -8.5 -4.1 -12.3
New Mexico 6.29 5.43 5.29 -13.6 -2.7 -16.0
Oklahoma 4.23 4.31 4.58 1.9 6.2 8.2
'Nuts 4.09 4.08 4.86 -0.3 19.1 18.7

Rocky Mountain Colorado 4.64 4.64 4.14 0.1 -10.8 -10.7
Idaho 4.57 4.39 4.62 -3.9 5.3 1.2
Montana 5.71 5.70 6.01 -0.2 5.5 5.2
Utah 5.68 4.97 4.98 -12.5 0.1 -12.4
Wyoming 6.00 4.91 6.52 -18.1 32.6 8.6

Far West Alaska 5.93 7.64 7.59 28.9 -0.7 28.0
California 4.33 3.75 3.73 -13.4 -0.4 13.8
Hawaii 4.29 3.87 3.60 -9.7 -6.9 -16 0
Nevada 4.06 3.50 3.60 -13.9 2.9 -11.4
Oregon 5.36 4.78 5.06 -10.9 5.9 -5.7
Washington 5.15 4.65 4.21 -9.7 -9.4 -18.2

SOURCE: Edimatioa Eapenditure Data-U.S. Detwuneit of Education, Nabossi Center for Educauon Statistics, blest of Education Skuuncs,
1994; Persoul humus Data-U.S. Depanment of Commerce u of Ausust 1994, reported m Steven D. Gold et al. "How Punting of Programs for
auldren Varies Among the 50 States." prepared for The Finance Project. May 1995,
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Examining Interstate Spending Differences

As just discussed, differences in levels of
demographic capacity, fiscal capacity, and fiscal
effrirt can each help to explain varied levels of per-
pupil education spending among the states. But are
there patterns in the relative influences of these
factors that can be useful in projecting the challenges
ahead in education spending? Using the identity
developed by Gold (see Section 2: Approach to the
Issues), we examine the relative contribution of each
in determining per-pupil expenditure levels.

Table 8 arrays states by their 1992 per-pupil
spending levels, alongside measures of demographic
capacity (the ratio of population to number of pupils),
fiscal capacity (per capita income), and education
effort (education spending per $100 of personal
income). The data are indexed to the national average
to facilitate comparisons. A few
things are noteworthy about these
findings. First of all, as Gold points
out, there are few common patterns
among the highest-spending states;
different factors are associated with
high education expenditures in
different places. In Connecticut,
bountiful tax capacity is the pri-
mary story (35 percent above the
national average). Educational
effort levels here are only about
average. Vermont's high spending
is completely attributable to its
unusually high educational effort
rates (it devotes nearly half of its tax revenues to
education spending, the fifth highest rate in the
country). By contrast, high incomes and favorable
population/pupil ratios allow neighboring Massachu-
setts to spend generously with educational effort levels
that are only 85 percent of the national average.

Significantly, most of the low-spending states (located
primarily in the South) are making at least average
levels of educational effort. However, the combina-
tion of a weak fiscal resource base and the need to
support relatively large numbers of children results in
low per-child service levels.

To summarize, high state per-pupil spending
seems related to relatively unique combinations of
demographic capacity, fiscal capacity, and fiscal
effort. On the other hand, low spending is consis-
tently explained in terms of low demographic and/or

fiscal capacity.

Implications for the Future

The salience of income and demographic factors
in explaining per-pupil spending patterns and trends
has two significant implications for education spend-

ing over the next decade. First, it is
clear that more modest income
growth and sharply increasing
enrollments in most states mean that
they win not witness growth rates in
per-pupil education spending that
were commonplace during the 1970s
and 1980s. As illustrated in Figure
1, school enrollment is projected to
increase substantially through the
year 2005, in sharp contrast to the
declines that occurred in the 1970s
and early 1980s. At the same time,
growth in per capita income is
projected through 2005 to be slower

than the growth trends the nation has experienced in
each half-decade since 1970, with the exception (-sr the
1990-94 period. It appears that recent income Ind
enrollment changes have already contributed to
dramatic slowdowns in per-pupil spending growth
during the early 1990s. The future outlook for these
variables likely will further dampen per-pupil spend-
ing gains through the year 2005. Further, these
projections do not take into account the looming
cutbacks in federal aid outside the education arena.
These are likely to exacerbate fiscal pressures on the

The picture is much simpler in the lowest-
spending states. As Gold also notes, virtually every
one of the lowest-spending states has both low per
capita income and a low demographic capacity.

4 2
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Table 8.-Determinants of education spending per pupil relative to the U.S. average, by region: 1992

Region State

FAhicanog
pending
Per Pupal

Ratio of
Index Pop.

( 11.S.=1001 to pupils
Index

W.S.=100)

Per
capda
income

Index
l'.5 .7400)

Education
spending
per $100
pers. inc.

Index
(U.S.= I 0( h

New England Competent 58.017 148 7.19 111 $25,844 135 $4.31 99

Maine 5,652 104 6.23 96 17,330 90 5.23 120

Massachusens 6.408 118 7.63 118 22,796 119 3.68 85

New Hampshire 5,790 107 6.92 107 20.961 109 4.00 92

Rhode Island 6.546 121 7.59 117 19.451 101 4.44 102

VOIMON 6.944 128 6.25 97 17,811 93 6.24 143

Mid- Adam= Delaware 6,093 112 7.25 112 20.317 106 4.14 95

Marylaud 6.679 123 7.44 115 22,483 117 3.99 92

New Jersey 9,317 172 730 113 24.744 129 5.02 115

New Yip!' 8.527 157 7.79 121 22.925 119 4.78 110

Pennsylvania 6.6 L 122 7.62 118 19,638 102 4.42 101

Great Lakes Illinois 5.670 105 7.07 109 20.622 101 3.89 89

Indiana 5.074 94 6.26 97 17.275 90 4.69 108

Michigan 6.268 116 6.42 99 18.693 97 5.23 120

Ohio 5.694 105 6.83 106 18.001 94 4.63 106

WISCOOSLZI 6.139 113 6.61 102 17,970 94 5.17 119

Plains Iowa 5,096 94 6.04 93 17.102 89 4.94 113

Kansas 5,007 92 6.15 95 18259 95 4.46 102

Minnesota 5.409 100 6.08 94 19.289 100 4.61 106

Miasma 4,830 89 6.89 107 18,105 94 3.87 89

Nebraska 5.263 97 6.06 94 18.047 94 4.81 110

North Dakota /4,441 82 5.72 89 15.594 81 4.97 114

South Dakota ' 4.173 77 545 87 16,419 86 4.50 103

Southeast Alebuna 3.616 67 5.95 92 15,601 81 3.86 89

Arkansas 4.031 74 5.77 89 14,458 75 4.83 111

Plaids 5.243 97 7.47 116 19.203 100 3.65 84

Georgia 4,375 81 6.03 93 17,636 ' 92 4.11 94

KamscIty 4,719 87 6.47 100 15.442 so 4.72 108

Louisiana 4.354 80 5.79 90 15.067 78 4.99 114

Wassissigip 3,245 60 5.48 85 13,210 69 4.49 103

North Carolina 4.555 84 6.60 102 16.310 88 4.11 94

SouthCarohna 4,436 82 6.16 95 15.469 81 4.66 107

Temeame 3,692 6$ 6.39 99 16,489 86 3.50 80

Virginia 4,880 90 6.14 95 20,074 105 3.96 91

Weal Virginia 5.109 94 6,07 94 14,665 76 5.74 132

Scuhweit ANDY 4,381 81 6.31 98 16,760 87 4.14 95

New MeM co 3,765 69 4.80 74 14.818 77 5.29 121

Oklahoma 4.0711 75 5.69 8$ 15.656 82 4.58 105

Tams 4,632 85 5.46 85 17,440 91 4.86 111

Rocky Colorado 5,172 95 6.33 98 19,745 103 4.14 95

Motmtam Idaho 3356 66 436 75 15,1154 83 4.6.2 106

Montana 5,423 100 5.71 88 15.793 82 6.01 138

Utah 3,040 56 4.14 64 14,737 77 4,98 114

'Wyoming 5,812 107 4,18 76 18,295 95 6.52 149

Far West Alaska 8,450 156 5.16 80 21,392 112 7.59 174

Cahfornia 4,746 8$ 6.09 94 20,8E0 109 3.73 86

Hawaii 5,420 100 6.95 1011 21,621 113 3.60 83

Nevada 4.926 91 639 102 20,774 108 3.60 83

Oregos 5,913 109 6.57 102 17,789 93 5.06 116

%shown 5,271 97 6.21 96 20,163 105 4.21 97

NOTE The population-toyupd ratios in this table differ slighdy from tha 1992 popalatioatmenrolbsicnt ratio. in Table 4. Became of data

coususinta-ptimmily the awed to use a maximum measure of pupls ta the two variables of spending per NO sad the ratio of population to pumls for

this identitp-avetage daily attendance data were used to meat* the popilationto-pupil ratios ii tku table, while fall seroilmentdata were used to

create the taupe in Table 4.
SOURCE: Saves D. Odd et al "How Funding of Programs for Milan Varies Among she 50 States," prepared far The Finance Promo, May. 1995
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Figure 1.Recent and projected trends in spending,
enrollment, and income, 1970-2005
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SOURCE: Real per-pupd spending and public school enrollment-U.S. Depanmert of Educabon, National Center for
Education Statistbs, Digest ofEducation Statisbcs 1994, and Projections a/Ed/cation Statistics to 2005; per capita
income growth-U.S. Department of Commerce, Bissau of Economic Analysis; historical data and projections for 2000
and 2005 contained in Survey Of CURD& Businass, July 1995; and calculations by The Finance Project.

Change in real
per-pupil spa King (in
constant 1992-93
doNars)

1970-74 $812
1975-79 $439
1980-84 $271

1985-89 $781

1990-94 $61

1995-99p
2000-05p

Change in public school
enrollment (in thousands)

1370-74 -106
1975-79 -2,522
1980-84 -2,399
1985-89 981

1990-94 2,810
1995-99p 3,176
2000-05p 1,579

5-year average rates of
growth in per capfta
income

1970-74 3.1%
1975-79 2.6%
1980-84 1.6%
1985-89 1.7%

1990-94 0.6%
1995-99p 1.1%

2000-05p 1.1%
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education sector as competition for available state and
local dollars becomes more intense. It may, in fact, be
difficult for overall educational effort levels to remain
stable in the coming decade in the face of such
competition.

Second, it is extremely unlikely that disparities
among states in their spending levels will be greatly
reduced in the years ahead. Projections for income
growth in the lowest-spending states are comparable,
by and large, to those of the highest-spending states.
Although a few of the lowest-spending states like
Louisiana, Mississippi, and North and South Dakota
are projected to experience relatively small increases
in enrollment growth, they are also among the states
that are most dependent on federal aid and thus most
likely to be affected by grant-in-aid cutbacks. Of the
10 highest-spending states, only 3 (Alaska, Maiyland,
and New Jersey) have higher-than-
average projected enrollment growth
through the year 2005.

Summary and
Conclusions

Our primary purpose in
studying state spending patterns and
trends in education is to permit us to
make more informed judgments
about future state financial invest-
ments in thisarea. We employed a
three-factor model consisting of
measures of service needs (demo-
graphic capacity), ability to pay
(fiscal capacity), and willingness to
pay (fiscal effort), in an attempt to associate each of
these with state per-pupil spending levels for educa-
tion.

Meeting the Challenge of Devolution

relationship to state education spending per-pupil.
States with larger proportions of children who need
services (the school-age population) consistently were
less likely to spend as much on a per-child basis as
states with lower levels of overall need. Similarly,
high-income states spent considerably more per child
on education than did poorer states. By rast, the
association between fiscal effort and state spending
was relatively weak. Many low-spending states made
large resource commitments to education relative to
their income, while several high-spending states made
a more modest education effort. It is the strong and
consistent relationship between service needs, ability
to pay, and state education spending which, when
placed in the context of demographic and economic
projections, leads to concerns about future state
educational spending. Factors associated with
substantially higher spending levels in most statesin

particular, healthy per capita income
growth and declining school enroll-
mentsare not likely to be present
over the coming decade. Public
school enrollments are expected to
rise at a rate of about 1 percent per
year between now and 2005. If more
modest per capita income growth
projections prove accurate, most
states will be extremely hard pressed
to maintain their education spending
patterns of recent years. '°

'No of the three factorss,trvice needs and
ability to paydemonstrated a consistently strong

'° Some have pointed out that in addition to expected lower income growth
rates, the itrreasing percentage of economic activity not subject to
tauuon will &whet handicap future state and local revenue-raising
capacities.

The effects of cutbacks in
federal aid to states and localities in
order to achieve a balanced federal
budget can be expected to further

exacerbate the fiscal stresses on states stemming from
less favorable demographic and economic conditions.
Federal aid currently augments state and local tax
revenues by about one-third. Thus, major reductions
will undoubtedly put additional pressure on states to
make up shortfalls in a variety of areas (e.g., trans-
portation, higher education, community development)
by raising their own spending levels. Because tax
increases are unlikely and economic growth is ex-
pected to be modest, the revenue to fund any such
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increases may well come from reallocating existing
resources. The education sector may become espe-
cially vulnerable, since it is the largest single func-
tional component of state and local budgets, compris-
ing 38 cents of every state and local tax dollar in
1992.

In conclusion, the salience of indicators of
service needs and ability to pay in explaining state
investment levels in education leads to the conclusion
that most states will be greatly challenged in the years
ahead in financing these programs. The extent of the
financing challenge will vary considerably by state,
but, in general, a combination of increased needs,
slower growth in fiscal capacity, and reduced federal
aid will make it extremely unlikely that the vast
majority of states can sustain the per-pupil spending
patterns of the previous two decades.
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The Growth of Education Revenues
Between 1982-83 to 1991-92:

What Accounts for Differences
Among States?

Public elementary and secondary schools have
experienced a tumultuous period since 1983, whenA

Nation at Risk was published. In response to legal
challenges and criticisms raised by that report, states
embarked on a substantial effort to improve their
schools. This study focuses on one aspect of how
states responded to the demand for better education
systems: How much additional money was raised for
schools? This focus does not imply that money is

NOTE: This research is a modification and extension xi article: The
Growth of School Spending Dining the Pan Decode: What Accowar for
Differawes Among States? which was a preliminary eumination of three
major factors independently influencing education revenues. This research
also analyzes how these Mffilences joindy affect the level of revenue
increases from 1911243 to 1991-92.

Wailes was measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which rose
41 between school year 193243 to school year 1991-92. The

was chosen facibtate canipmeons with other recent studies:
inflation, according to the implicit deflator for state and local govern-
MOW war slightly lower (40.5 percent).

Nicola A. Alexander
University at Albany

more important than the operation of schools. How-
ever, many studies have focused on the non-monetary
aspects of school improvement efforts over the last
decade, with relatively little research being devoted to
school finances. This study examines revenue for
schools that is provided by state and local govern-
ments, and which accounts for approximately 93
percent of total education revenue. It does not
consider federal aid, which contributes approximately
7 percent.

Overview

Between school year 1982-83 to school year
1991-92, state and local education revenues increased
96 percent. Most of this increase was due to inflation.
After removing the effects of price increases, educa-
tion revenues rose 39.1 percent., On a per-pupil
basis, revenues increased 27.8 percent in real terms.
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All states did not increase education revenues by
the same amount. In fact, in seven states real per-
pupil revenue rose more than 50 percent, while it fell
in eight states.2 The main objective of this paper is to
analyze some of the most important factors related to
the following differences:

Did states with relatively large enrollment
increases tend to have less growth of per-pupil
revenue? It is much easier to increase revenues
per-pupil when enrollment does not grow continu-
ously.

How much, if at all, did levels of revenue per-
pupil tend to converge? Did states that had
relatively low per-pupil revenues in school year
1982-83 tend to have larger than average revenue
increases?

How much effect did economic
growth have on increases in
per-pupil education revenues?
If personal income grows more
rapidly, that tends to make state
and local tax revenue increase
faster, permitting higher in-
creases in school revenue.

What was the contribution of
revenues from different govern-
mental levels to changes in
education revenues? Did states
with the largest revenue in
creases rely primarily on state
government, or did local government also make a
significant contribution?

Die seven awes with per-pupil revenue increases greater than 50
percent were: Arkansas, Connecticut, Kentucky, Louisiana. New Jersey,
North Carolina, and West Virginia. The eight states that had declines in
per-pupil revenue were Alaska, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico,
North Dakota, Oklahoma. Utah. and Wyoming.

Description of the Data Used in this
Analysis

The data used in this analysis come from the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
Common Core of Data (CCD) collection of public
education revenues for the years 198243 through
1991-92. CCD is an annual collection of basic
information on the population of public elementary
and secondary schools in the United States derived
from the administrative and fiscal records of state
departments of education. Each year, states report to
NCES the revenues their local education agencies
receive from local, intermediate, state, and federal
sources. As indicated, this analysis focuses only on
state and local government education revenues.

These data have both advantages and disadvan-
tages. A major advantage is that the
information is subject to rigorous
scrutiny by NCES and therefore, axe
highly reliable. However, the
reliability of the data comes at a cost.
CCD data tendto be less current
than data from other sources. An-
other shortcoming of the data is their
imputations of state contributions to
teacher pensions, which are a major
source of state support for education.

We adjusted the CCD state and
local revenue data for years 1982-83
through 1991-92 in two ways to
facilitate analysis. First, we divided

the reported revenue aggregates by a measure of state
student populations (1) to permit comparisons of
different size states and (2) to control for fluctuations
in enrollment size when measuring revenue change
over time. Previous studies from the Bureau of the
Census and the Council of Chief State School Offic-
ers (CCSSO), have noted variation in how states
calculate and report average daily attendance (ADA).
Consequently, this analysis uses NCES' annual
enrollment figures by state as the student population
measure.



Second. we adjusted the nominal figures re-
ported by the state using the CPI index to permit
analysis in constant 1991-92 dollars.3

This study relies heavily on work completed by
Martin E. Orland, preliminary research done by Gold
and Alexander, as well as a recent report produced by
John Augenblick et al. for the Education Commission
of the States. As with the present study, Orland also
uses NCES data, but he adjusts them in an unconven-
tional way. Instead of using a single national price
adjustor, Orland made adjustments individually for
each state using a two-step procedure. First, he
adjusted for the varied rates of wage and salary
change occurring in the different states. He used the
average wage data qf each state to convert 77.4
percent of the reported public education revenues
the percentage representing the proportion of educa-
tion costs going to wages and salaries
in 1985-86. Second, he adjusted for
inflationary price increases in areas
other than wages and salaries by
converting the remaining 22.6 percent
of state education revenues with a
national constant price adjustor.

Both Gold et al. and Augenblick
used expenditure data reported by the
National Education Association
(NEA). Augenblick's analysis adjusts
these data in two ways. The first
method is ;more conventional adjust-
ment; it Involves deflating revenue to
eliminate the effects of inflation. The
second method attempts to account for differences
among states in the cost of education. For this
purpose, Augenblick used an index developed by
Howard Nelson of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT). The Nelson index estimated, for

Many economists, including Alan Greenspan, &airman a die Federal
Reserve, think that the CPI generally overstues the level of inflation that
exists in as economy. Greenspan estimates that this suggeration ii
anywhere between mall& and one and one-half percent. If this is true,
then the real growth of per-pupil revenue and personal income per-pupl
are consistently underestimaud in this study.

The Growth of Education Revenues

example, that the price level in Alabama was 10
percent below the national average; therefore, to make
its spending per-pupil comparable to that in other
states, Augenblick multiplied the state's actual spend-
ing per-pupil by 1.11. On the other hand,
Connecticut's price level was estimated to be 27
percent above average, so its spending per-pupil was
multiplied by 0.79.

The Nelson (and other cost-of-living) adjust-
ments are irrelevant for most of the questions dis-
cussed in this analysis because they do not affect the
percentage increase in per-pupil revenues. The
adjustments do, however, affect consideration of the
relationship between the level of revenue in 1982-83
and increases that occurred during the next 9 years.
Table 1 shows the adjusted and unadjusted levels of
per-pupil revenues in 1982-83. One of the biggest

differences is in Connecticut,
which ranked fifth in unadjusted
revenues but ranked only 26th
based on the Nelson index. Ha-
waii, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
and Rhode Island had a ranking
that was at least 10 places lower
after revenue was adjusted. There
are no states with large pre- and
post-adjustment differences that
had higher rankings using the
Nelson adjustments.

The numbers reported here
differ somewhat from other pub-
lished data on this topic (e.g.,

NCES, 1988; and Education Commission of the
States, 1993). The source of these differences will
vary b)& study, but are generally caused by one or
more of the following factors:

using expenditure data rather than the revenue
information employed in this study;

comparing revenue trends for different years;

using a different price adjustor;
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Table 1.Real per-pupil edtcation revenues actual and adjusted for differences in price levels among states,1982-83

Unadjusted Adjusted Difference Change inPerlupil Per-pupil in dollars rankState revenues Rank revenues Rank Unadj.-Adj. Uhadj.-Adj.

National average $3,896 $3,896
Connecticut 4,828 5 3,793 29 $1,035 -24Hawaii 3,806 25 2,997 43 809 -18Massachusetts 4,779 7 3,775 30 1,004 -23New Jersey 5,497 4 4,251 19 1,246 -15Rhode island 4,543 10 4,111 21 432 -11..........
NOTE: Price level adjustment is based on index developed by Howard Nelson. 1989.
SOURCE: F. Howard Nelson. "An interstate cost-of-living index." Evaluation and Policy 13: 103-111. (Table 1-6).

using a different population measure; and

using data as reported by the National Education
Association (NEA) rather than data reported by
NCES.

Revenue Increases and Changes of
Enrollment

Table 2 shows the growth of inflation-adjusted
education revenues. Three measures have to be
considered to obtain a complete picture of how
education revenues increased: total and per-pupil
revenues and changes in enrollment. ln West Virginia,
for example, total education revenues rose consider-
ably slower than average, but per-pupil revenues rose
51.8 percent, the seventh fastest increase in the nation.
This is because West Virginia's enrollment actually
fell 14.3 percent, the biggest decline in the United
States. Consequently, though the growth of total
revenues in West Virginia lagged behind the national
average, this was more than offset by the substantial
decrease in enrollment. On the other hand. Florida
had below average per-pupil revenue increases. The
fact that enrollment rose 32.5 percent in this state--
the third highest in the nationmade it difficult for
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Florida to increase its per-pupil revenues. The states
with the biggest increases in revenue per-pupil were
Arkansas, Kentucky, Maine. New Jersey, and North
Carolina. The states with the smallest increases were
Colorado, New Mexico, North Dakota, Utah, and
Wyoming.

Enrollment rose in 41 states and fell in 9 states
between school years 1982-83 and 1991-92. The
biggest increases in enrollment were in Nevada (48.2
percent), Arizona (32.9 percent), Florida (32.5
percent), California (27.1 percent), and Alaska (24.7
percent). The largest decreases in enrollment were in
West Virginia (-14.3 percent), Indiana (-2.4 percent),
Massachusetts (-2.2 percent), Michigan (-2.0 per-
cent), and Ohio (-1.7 percent).

Table 3 examines the relationship between
increases in revenue per-pupil and enrollment growth.
In 20 states the trade-off between enrollment increases
and revenue growth was particularly marked. Eleven
of these states had high enrollment increases and low
revenue growth; nine states had declines or low
growth of enrollment and high revenue increases.
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Table 2.-Growth of inflation-adjusted education revenues, total and per-pupil, 1982-83 to 1991-92

State
Total
revenues Rank

Per-pupil
revenues Rank Enrollment Rank

National average 39.12 27.78 8.87

Alabama 19.93 38 19.68 33 0.21 41
Alaska 22.63 36 -1.68 45 24.72 5

Arizona 79.82 2 35.28 13 32.92 2
Arkansas 59.49 9 56.10 4 2.17 34
California 70.39 4 34.10 16 27.07 4

Colorado 10.29 44 -2.39 46 12.99 14

0011111eCtiCut 58.17 11 54.65 6 2.28 32
Delaware 30.43 29 14.29 36 14.13 11

Florida 68.76 5 27.38 27 32.49 3

Georgia 44.27 18 25.59 30 14.88 10

Hawaii 47.11 15 34.50 15 9.37 19

Idaho 46.37 16 30.37 20 12.27 16

Illinois 34.26 26 32.81 18 1.09 37
Indiana 40.41 21 43.88 11 -2.41 49
Iowa 7.12 46 7.65 40 -0.49 43

Kansas 18.97 40 6.77 41 11.43 17

Kentucky 65.62 6 63.69 1 1.18 36
Louisiana 7.69 45 7.99 39 -0.28 42
Maine 63.22 7 58.17 3 3.19 30
Maryland, 47.27 14 33.88 17 10.00 18

Massachusetts 24.08 35 26.81 29 -2.15 48
Michigan 20.46 37 22.89 32 -1.98 47
Minnesota 32.65 28 17.86 34 12.55 15
MI 40.93 20 30.10 21 . 8.32 22

39.53 22 29.15 24 8. :is 23

Mon 2.88 47 -1.21 43 4.14 21
Nebraska 19.84 39 13.28 38 5.80 26
Nevada 107.27 1 39.84 12 48.21 1

rewilamapshite 70.70 3 49.77 8 13.97 13

;NOW Jersey 56.75 12 59.15 2 -1.51 45

NewMeidco 13.10 43 -3.37 47 17.04 9
New.Yotk 30.32 30 29.60 23 0.56 ao
*ink Catalina 58.53 10 55.05 5 225 33
N ot* Dakota -8.21 49 -9.39 49 1.30 35

.0100 27.71 33 29,91 22 -1.69 46

'Oklahoma -0.30 48 -1.26 44 0.97 39
Own 30.31 31 14.21 37 14.09 12
Pennsylvania 27.37 34 28.88 25 -1.17 44
Rhode Island 34.18 27 27.29 28 5.41 27
South Carolina 51.52 13 44.61 10 4.77 28

SOuth Dakota 14.04 42 4.28 42 9.36 20
34.81 25 31.05 19 2.87 31
45.52 17 23.05 31 18.26 8

sralmit
16.78
62.11

41
8

-4.79
48.72 489

22.65
9.01

6
21

43.69 19 34.52 14 6.81 25

1611111:Ida
39.16 23 14.29 35 21.76 7

Was._ t 10.19 32 51.85 7 -14.26 50
wiseossin 37.99 24 28.88 26 7.07 24

g -28.00 50 -2 d.76 50 1.07 38

smart U.S. oppaismi of Educate" Nakao! Cuter for Education &militia. Nen of Ealcasion Satisfies.
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Tab le 3.Highlights of inflation-adjusted per-pupil education revenues and change of enrollment 1982-83

to 1991-92..

High increase in per-pupil revenue and decrease or small increase in enrollment (9 states)

Arkansas
Indiana
North Carolina

Connecticut
Kentucky
Teamessee

Illinois
New Jersey
West Vuginia

Low increase in per-pupil revenue and high increase in enrollment (11states)

Alaska
Minnesota
Texas

Colorado
New Mexico
Utah

Delaware
Oregon
Washington

Kansas
South Dakota

High per-pupil revenue increase. despite high enrollment increase (7 states)

Arizona
Idaho
New Hampshire

California
Maryland

Hawaii
Nevada,

Low per-pupll revenue increase te enrollment decrement Incionst;(7 stnies)

Alabama
Michigan
Wyoming

lows
North Dskota

Louistans
mahout

SOURCE; U.S. Dopiroorotof Edoessiosi ristiosol Crater for ildooitiottStaciatior;.01p0, 4 RekTorion statistics.

The seven states with low increases in revenue
despite decreases or small increases in enrollment had
economies dependent on oil production, automobile
manufacturing, agriculture, or industries that were
depressed throughout much of the period.

Convergence of Revenue Levels

Intergovernmental competition tends to even out
differences in education revenue among states.
Because employers seek well-trained workers, states
that have relatively weak school systems are at a
significant disadvantage in attracting investment that
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is crucial to a prosperous economy. As a result, it
would be expected that states with relatively low per-
pupil revenue in 1982-83 would tend to have faster
than average revenue increases over the next nine
years. Moreover, because of fiscal pressures and e
higher initial base, it would be expected that those
states with relatively high per-pupil revenues in 1982--
83 would have lower than average revenue increases
over the same period.

Tbe convergence hypothesis can he tested in two
ways, using actual per-pupil revenues in 1982-$3 or
using a measure of revenue that is adjusted for



differences in costs. Table 4 examines the relation-
ship between 1982-83 revenues and subsequent
revenue growth using revenue adjusted only for
inflation. In general, table 4 supports the hypothesis
that a "catch up" phenomenon occurred. Some
distinct regional tendencies are apparent. Of the 12
states with relatively low education revenues in 1982-
83 and subsequent large increases over the next nine
years, 11 are in the Southeast or Western quadrant of
the country. By contrast, all four states with large
increases in per-pupil revenues despite already having
high revenue in 1982-83 are in the Northeast.

Economic Growth and Revenue
Increases

The growth of state and local education revenues
depends heavily on the health of a state's economy. It
would be expected that states with

The Growth of Education Revenues

among the various fiscal capacity measures, except in
the case of energy-rich and tourist-rich states.

Table 5 examines the relationship between
increases in personal income pa-pupil and school
revenue per-pupil. In general, it supports the notion
that a strong economy leads to increased funding for
schools. The relationship between per-pupil revenue
increases and the growth of personal income per-pupil
is more pronounced than the relationships described
above.

State Versus Local Revenues

The final issue considered i. this study is
somewhat different from those discussed previously.
Enrollment changes, initial revenue levels, and
personal income growth all can be viewed as determi-

nants of how much revenue in-
strong economies would provide
larger increases in per-pupil rev-
enues. In the United States, indica-
tors of state fiscal capacity are
often grounded in measures of
personal iAcome. A limitation of
these measures is their inability to
reflect the diversity of tax and
revenue sources, as well as their
failure to capture the ability of
states to export taxes.' Notwith-
standing these shortcomings,
measures of personal income are
often more current and more readily
available than other indicators. Further, states
generally do not vary significantly in their rankings

For a more detailed discussion a( the limitations of using personal
income and possible alternatives, see ACIR. 1993. lin 1991: State
reveme capacity and &ate Washington. DC: Government Pvinting
Office.

' The report conducted the regresnon analysis using the Econometncs
Toolkit (EI) software.

The percent of variation explained by the model increases to 66.7
percent when ming adjusted per-pupd education revenues (see table 6).

creased. In this section, we consider
where the money came fromwas it
mainly state or local governments
that provided the bulk of increased
funding in the states with particularly
large or small revenue increases?
Growth in state funding tended to
outpace that provided by local
governments in those states which
had the smallest increases in per-
pupil revenues. The opposite oc-
curred for those states with particu-
larly high increases.

Revenue Increases and the joint
Impact of Enrollment, 1982-83 Per-
Pupil Education Revenue, and
Personal Income Per-Pupil

Regression analysis5 generally supports the
model of education revenue increases postulated
above. Controlling for regional variation, as well as
the economic and demographic factors previously
discussed, the model accounts for 63.4 percent6 of the
variation in the growth of per-pupil education rev-
enues from 1982-83 to 1991-92. The regression
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Table 4.Highlights of inflation-adjusted per-pupil education revenue, 1982-83 to 1991-92, and 1982-83

revenue per-pupil

Low 1982-83 per-pupil revenue ard high increase (12 states)

Arkansas Arizona California Idaho

Indiana Kentucky Maine Nevada

North Carolina South Carolina Tennessee West Virginia

High 1982-83 per-pupil revenue and low increase (12 states)

Alaska Colorado Delaware Iowa

Kansas Mississippi Minnesota Montana

North Dakota Oregon Washington Wyoming

Low 1982-83 per-pupil revenue and low increase (5 states)

Alabama Louisianr
South Dakota Utah
Texas

High 1982.43 per-pupil revenue and high increase (4 states)

Connecticut Maryland
Rhode Island New Jersey

SOURCE: U.S. Degertment of Edazthezi, National Center for Education Statistics. Digest of Education Statistics.
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Table 5.Highlights of Inflation-adjusted per-pupil education revenue, 1982-83 to 1991-92, and growth of
real personal income per-pupil, 193243

High increases In personal Income per-pupil ana high growth in per-pupil revenue (13 states)

Arkansas
Kentucky
New Jersey
Virginia

Connection
Maine
North Carolina

Wilma Hawaii
Maryland New Hampshire
South Carolina Vermont

Low increases' in personal income per-pupil and low growth In per-pupil menue (12 states)

Alaska Colorado Kansas Louisiana
Montana Nebraska New Mexico North Dakota
Oklahoma Oregon Thu Utah

Low Increases In personal income per-pupil and high pauses in per.pupli revenue (4 Aides)

Arizona California
Idaho Unnessee

High increases in personal Income per-pupil sad low increases In per-pupil revenue (2 dates)

Alabama Michigan

SOURCE: :WS::.pfportimeat of IkRiation, NOW*
Department of Caliworecliatealiit Econoink

Cater for Education &Mader, ape of Education Statistics. U.S.

ft: V AVALAL
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Table 6.-4O1m bnpisctof personal income perimpil, enrollment, and adjusted 198243 education

revemieonthe growth of per-pupil education revenue, 198243 to 1991-92 when controlling

foczegional:i ariadon

Variables Coefficient T-ratio

Constant 50.027 4.791

Personal income per-pupil 0.586 2.844*

Enrollment 0.078 0.377

Adjusted 1983 PPR -0.008 -3.625*

New England 9.148 1.445

Mid Atlantic 2.698 0.374

Great Lakes 2.335 0.346

Plains

SoutbweSt:

Rocky Mountain

Far West

-12.668 -2.035*

.1.221 ,

-2.258*

-0.201

R-squared:.1: 0115..
Adj. R.stprgred: 0466
Degrees abandon: 10i39

ccerniitert signliteant se the Oki percent level.

NOTE The Sontbilasoorty stews we the comparative rgional bale itrtbis =oda it* regesesientandle indica*, for

exampia . that tbe itowth.id per-pupil school revenusinsw Ragland wan.9.1S preatagrpoictshizher thee ititheSsaiSs

east, bolding' penowtotincome pw-pupil, entollment, and Adjusted 198243 per-pupil Imes austart... 1s twel*!eit not

significant at thiaos piece. es level.

SOURCE: U.& DePessuent of Education, Nahosal Canter for EduCation Statistics, ages 4 Education statistics.

Washington. DC: GOWIIIMedit Pdwing Office. MS:Deportment Of Commerce. Sweatt of Etionowic Analysis.
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findings indicate that for each 1 percent increase in
personal income per-pupil, per.pupil education
revenue rises by 0.612.percent, holding all other
factors constant. This estimated coefficient is signifi-
cant at the 0.05 percent level.

The unadjusted 1982-83 per-pupil revenue
negatively influences the subsequent growth of per-
pupil school revenue from 1982-83 to 1991-92,
ceteris paribus. For each 1 percent rise in the level of
1982-83 education revenue per enrolled student, per-
pupil revenue decreases by 0.006 percent. This
estimated coefficient is significant at the 0.05 percent
level. The magnitude of the coefficient implies,
however, that 1982-83 per-pupil education revenue
does not have a substantive impact on the growth of
education revenue per-pupil.

Surprisingly, the results do not
reflect the expected negative effect of
enrollment Instead, they indicate
that for each 1 percent increase in
enrollment, education revenue per-
pupil rises by 0.104 percent, all
things equal. This estimated coeffi-
cient is not significant at the 0.05
percent level.

The icsults of the regression
analysis support the suggestion that
a pattern of regional variation in per-
pupil revenue growth exists. In
general, the states in the New
England. Mid-Atlantic, Great Lakes,
and Far West regions have a relatively higher growth
of per-pupil education revenue than in the Southeast,
all things equal. By contrast, the Plains, Southwest-
ern, and Rocky Mountain states have a relatively
lower growth of education revenue from 1982-83 to
1991-92 than the Southeast. The estimated coeffi-
cients of the Plains and Rocky Mountain regions are

1111111111111111
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the only coefficients significant at the 0.05 percent
level. See table 6 for a summary of these regression
findings.

Conclusion

The above analyses imply that the growth of a
state's economy as measured by personal income per-
pupil is closely tied to per-pupil revenue increases. A
clear pattern emerges where the faster the growth of a
state's economy, the more likely that state is to have
per-pupil education revenues rise faster than average.
While this general pattern holds for most states, key
exceptions do exist. In Michigan, for example,
despite the relatively high growth of personal income
per-pupil, this state still had fairly low growth of per-
pupil education revenue between 1982-83 to 1991-
92. This reflects the particularly small increase in the

contribution of the state govermnent
to education during the period
studied.7

Midupn ranked 47th in the natwo in terms of the growth of state
educabos revenues from 198243 to 1991-92.

Differences in the level of per-
pupil revenues in 1982-83 also seem
to play a role in the variation among
states in the growth of education
revenues per student. The lower the
education revenue was in 1982-83,
the faster it tended to increase in the
subsequent nine years. Distinct
regional tendencies are readily
apparent in this aspect of the
analysis. The four states with large
increases in per-pupil revenue

despite already having high education revenue in
1982-83 are all located in the Northeast.

'The greatest surprise of the study is the seem-
ingly positive impact of the growth of enrollment on
per-pupil education revenue increases. The direction
of the enrollment effect contrasts with previous
research on the growth of education revenue, as well
as the expectations of this study. This unusual finding
and the insignificant estimated coefficient suggest that
student population would be better captured using
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another variable, such as the annual fall membership
count.

Finally, the findings seem to indicate that those
states with the highest growth of per-pupil education
revenues tended to rely on increases from local
sources rather than on growth of state funding. By
contrast, those states with pardcularly small increases
in pa-pupil education revenue tended to receive more
of their additional funding from state, rather than
local, governments. However, the growth of per-pupil
revenue does not denote the portion of education
funding by government source. Consequently, nothing
can be said of the states' existing relative reliance on
a particular level of government.
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A Study of Administrative
Expenditures in Texas

Public Schools
Chrys Dougherty

University of Texas at Austin

This paper reports on the results of a 1992 study
of administrative expenditures in Texas public school
districts in the 1990-91 school year. A research team
at the LIU School of Public Affairs at the University
of Texas at Ausy sought answers to the following
questions:

4. Is there a relationship between administra-
tive expenditure and student learning?

5. What do districts with unusually high or
low administrative expenditures do differ-
ently?

1. What definition of "administrative expendi- 6. What administrative expenditure limits

ture".makes sense if the goal is to impose make sense?

state limits on administrative expenditures
by local school districts? We uscd data from the Texas Education

Agency's Public Education Information Management

2. What is the relevant variable to analyze: System (PEIMS) to analyze school district expendi-
the administrative expenditure per student, tures. PEIMS classifies expenditures into 18 func-
or the ratio of administrative expenditure to tional categories. We classified six of these categories

instructional expenditure? as administrative expenditure: General Administra-
tion, School Administration, Instructional Administra-

3. What student or school district characteris- lion, Curriculum and Staff Development, Communi-
tics are associated with high administrative cation and Dissemination, and Data Processing

expenditure? Services. In school year 1990-91, these combined
expenditures represented about 13 percent of public
school expenditures in the state of Texas.
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Our study was funded by the state legislature
through the Educational Economic Policy Center.
Overall, the study recommended specific administra-
tive expenditure limits that would redirect an esti-
mated $289 million per year (apprwdmately $80 per-
pupil) to the classroom by school year 1996-97.

An Overview of Administrative
Expenditure in Texas School Districts

In school year 1990-91, Texas had 1,053 school
districts. Although several of these districts are large
(Houston, with almost 200,000 students, is the fifth
largest school district in the nation; Dallas, with
138,000 students, is the 10th largest school district),
most are very small. The median Texas school
district contained 775 students in 1990-91, and there
were 393 districts with less than 500 students. The

smallest district, Allamoore, had
only two students (see Table 1).

This proliferation of small
districts has an impact on adminis-
trative expenditure per student.
Even very small districts are likely
to hire a superintendent or principal,
or both. Of the 211 districts in
Maas that had only one campus in .
1990-91, 92 employed both a full-
time superintendent and a full-time
principal. State funding formulas
provide extra moiley per student for
districts that are very small and/or
have very low population densities.
As a result, the administrative spending per student
and the ratio of administrative to instructional spend-
ing are higher in small districts, as shown in Figures 1
and 2. Beyond a district size of around 2,000 stu-
dents, however, these apparent economies of scale
vanish. Table 2 compares administrative expenditures
for large and small districts in Texas.

Definition of Administrative
Expenditure

Since the policy issue we were concerned with
was whether to penalize districts with excessive
administrative expenditures, we used a broad defini-
tion of these expenditures to discourage aeative
accounting. We thought it particularly important to
include school administration (category 23) in our
definition, since measured administrative expenditure
could be reduced by paper reassignments of central
office personnel to specific campuses. Likewise,
omission of instructional administration (category 21)
from the state's definition of administrative expendi-
ture might result in a proliferation of curriculum
coordinators in school district offices. Table 3 shows
the types of expenditures that were classified as
administrative and non-administrative expenditures.

We considered several types of
administrative expenditure ratios for
use in our analysis. In particular, we
might have focused on:

the administrative expenditure
per student;

the ratio of administrative to
instructional expenditure;

the ratio of administrative to
total operating expenditure.

Defining instructional expendi-
ture as category 11 in the PEIMS data, we based most
of our recommendations on the ratio of administrative
to instructional expenditure, for three reasons:

1. Districts could improve their ratio in four
ways, all of which are desirable:

a. reduce administrative expenditure per
student;

b. shift resources from administration to
instruction;
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Characteristics

&tool Year
?,...,..11991;-92 1992-93

Number of districts
Number of districts with:

Less than 2,000 students
Half the students
More than 20,000 students

Enrollments
Smallest district
Largest district

ibtal spending per student
95th percentile,
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25th percentile
5th percentile
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arrigez

1.A353 1,050 1,048

194,208

136
';5,2,0I'
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4,200

766 760
46 46
37 38
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Figure 1.Spending per student on administration in
small and large Texas school districts
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Figure 2. Administration/instruction spending ratio in
small and large Teras school districts
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Table 3.PE1MS expenditure categories

Expenditure Categories Defined as Administrative Cost

Category Number Definition

21

23

25

26
41

75

Instructional Administration
School Administration
Curriculum and Staff Development
Communication and Dissemination
General Administration
Data Processing Services

Other PEIMS Expenditure Categories:

Category Number Definition

11

22

31

32

33

34

36
37

42
51

52
81

Instruction
Instructional Resources and Media Services
Guidance and Counseling Services
Social Work Services
Health Services

cUiiiiisrStudent

Food Seryiees . /
Debt Seeices
Plant Miiiienizeaand Op
Facilities Operation and Constriction
Community Services

SOURCE: Thin Education Agaucy.

c. shift resources from other nor-instruc-
tional areas to instruction: ana

U. use increased tax revenues to increase
overall spending for instruction.

Use of a per-student administrative spending
measure sacrifices the incentive for options (c) and
(d), while the administrative/total operating expendi-
ture measure does not provide an incentive for c).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

2. There would be no need to change the
"allowable" ratio every year to adjust for
inflation and increases in school district
expenditures and revenues, as would be the
case with a per-pupil measure.

3. Fewer variahles would need to be taken
into account in djusting allowable district
administrative e tpenditure for factors that
are beyond the cistrict's control. A per -
pupil ITIVISUre w mid require consideration

of seven such variables, while the ratio
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measure requires adjustment only for size
and the district's percentage of Limited
English Proficient (LEP) students.

School spending in Texas consists of expendi-
ture from the general fund (Fund 10), and a large
number of special revenue funds dedicated to cat-
egorical programs, such as Chapter 1 and the Job
Training Partnership Act. The administrative expen-
diture ratio for all of these programs combined is only
slightly higher than for the general fund; however, this
ratio varies widely across programs. For example, a
grant to write a new curriculum might be counted
almost entirely as administration.

In order not to penalize districts for receiving
those grants, we separated the general fund (Fund 10)
from categorical funds, and recommended excluding
the categorical programs when calculating the ratio of
administrative to instructional expen-
diture.

Variables Associated with
Administrative
Expenditure

We used ordinary least squares
regression to determine which vaii-
ahies are systematically associated
with administrative expenditure,
measured on a per-pupil basis or as a
ratio of administrative to instructiorusi
expenditure. Our working assumption
was that causality runs one way from
each of the variables in Table 4 to
administrative expenditure per student or the adminis-
tration/instruction expenditure ratio. Our initial
hypotheses are shown in the right-hand column of
Table 4.

Wealth has the expected effect on administrative
spending per student. Moreover, school districts
treat administration as a luxury good: other
things equal, the administration/instructional
expenditure ratio rises as wealth increases.

Reducing the number of campuses has the
expected effect on the administrative/instructional
expenditure ratio. However, this effect appears
not because districts with fewer and larger
campuses are spending less on administration,
but because they are spending more per student
on instruction.

More teachers per 100 students (a lower pupil-
teacher ratio) leads to more administrative
spending per 100 students. In small districts,
however, administrative expenditure doe not
increase as rapidly as instructional expenditure.

Our actual analysis, as shown in Tables 5 and 6,
revealed the following results:

Instructional spending per student increases in
large districts.

Districts with more LEP
students, many of them
heavily Hispanic districts in
the Rio Grande Valley of
lbxas, spend more on
administration both per-pupil
and relative to instruction.

Small districts with a higher
percentage of special education
students spend less on adminis.
tration.

Compensatory education only
has an impact on administra-
tive expenditure in large
districts. This is because the
administrative expenditures
associated with Chapter I are
categorical program expenses
not included in the Fund 10
expenditures counted in this
analysis.
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Table 4.Variables which might affect administrative expenditure

Variable Initial hypothesis

District size

District wealth

Average campus size

Student-teacher ratio

Percent of LEP students

Percent of students in
special education

Percent of low income students

Percent mobile students

Administrative salary inde:

Five-yew percent change in
enrollment

Larger districts should have lower administrauve costs per
student relative to instructional expenditures. However, beyond

around 2.000 students. there are no additional expenditure

savings from additional size.

Wealthier districts should spend more per student, but it is not
obvious whether they would spend more relative to instruction.

For a given district size. a larger campus size implies fewer

campuses. saving on both measures of administrative expenditure.

A higher student-teacher ratio implies fewer teachers per student

to supervise, lowering administrative expenditure per student;

it is not obvious what happens to the adininistrative/instructional

xpenditure ratio.

More bilingual students implies more expense in curriculum

development. raising administrative expenditure per student; it is

not obvious what happens to the administrative/instructional

expenditure ratio.

Same as for LEP students.

Same as for LEP students.

Higher student mobility increases the expenditure of keeping

track of students. raising administrative expenditure per stndent

and the administrative/instnictional expenditure ratio.

Higher administrative saLvies in neighboring districts increase

administrative expenditure per student; if teacher salaries we

also higher, it is not obvious what happens to the adininistrative/

instructional expenditure ratio.

Distticts may adjust their administrative spending with a tiMe lag

when enrollments increase, causing a negative relationship

between this variable and both measures of administrative

expenditure.

SOURCE: Cbrys Dongheny's hypotheses.
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Tab 111 6.-Results of administrative expenditure regressions

,

irr ent variable
Administrative/instructional ratio Admin exp/student

Districts with Districts with Districts with Districts with

greater than less than greater than less than

Variables 2000 students 2000 students 2000 students 2000 students

Constant 0.249 0.137 217.1 -187.8

(3.76) (1.68) (1.02) (-1.14)

Natural logarithm of -0.060 -0.006 -213.8 -2.26

size (-11.5) (-1.68) (-12.7) (-0.38)

Natural logarithm of 0.030 0.013 217.7 83.2

wealth (7.75) (2.76) (17.0) (8.52)

campsize (in hundreds) -0.005 -0.005 25.6 -3.69

(-1.77) (-2.94) (2.38) (-1.01)

stu/tch 0.006 0.000 -52.8 -20.0

(2.99) (0.02) (-8.76) (-4.88)

Percent LEP 0.002 0.001 6.81 2.47

(3.41) (2.62) (4.77) (4.18)

Percent special ed. -0.001 -0.001 -11.1 -3.39

(-1.82) (-1.39) (-6.36) (-1.60)

Percent low income 0.000 0.000 -0.318 0.662

(0.69) (0.89) (-0.58) (1.81)

mobility 0.000 0.001 -0.583 ' 0.895

(0.04) (2.42) (-0.66) (1.55)

salindex (in thousands) 0.002 0.001 -3.13 2.53

(1.35) (0.91) (-0.80) (1.37)

Percent sizchg 0.000 -0.000 -0.412 -0.566

(129) (-1.68) (-0.79) (-1.96)

R2 .482 .137 .762 .440

Adjusted 132 ' .455 .104 .759 .418

NOTE: t-stetistics ere in parentheses.

,

SOURCE: Chrys DouctiertYs regressions using PEIMS and TMS dela born the Texas EducationAgency.

High student mobility has little effect on adminis-

trative spending per student.

Administrative salaries paid in neighboring
districts have no impact.

High percentage enrollment increases have thc
expected effect. but only in large districts.
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The Relationship Between
Administrative Expenditure And
Student Learning

To examine the relationship between administra-
tive expenditure and student learning, we regressed
test score data on a set of demographic and expendi-
ture vanables. The dependent variable we used was
the average of the third- and fifth-grade reading,
writing, and mathematics scaled scores on the Texas
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Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) test, which
was administered in Texas elementary schools in
October 1990. These scaled scores had a mean of
1,600 and standard deviation of 73.3. We had data on
these scores in 1,323 schools.

Gain scores the average difference between
individual students' test scores in consecutive years
would be a more appropriate dependent variable to
use in this analysis. However, the TAAS at the time
was not designed to be gain-scored, and was not
administered to the same students in successive years.
Thus, we lacked the data to implement this more
desirable alternative.

The independent variables we used were:

percent low income students
percent black students
percent Hispanic students
percent LEP students
percent of students in special
education
percent mobile students
district size
campus size
studcnt-teacher ratio
teacher's average years of experi-
ence
expenditure per teacher on central
administration
expenditure per teacher on schoo!
administration
expenditure per teacher on
instructional administration
expenditure per teacher on counseling, health,
and social work services
expenditure per teacher on instruction

campus and instructional administrative spending and
student learning.

What Do Districts With Unusually
High Administrative Expenditures
Do Differently?

We selected seven Texas school districts with
unusually low or high ratios of administrfive to
instructional expenditure. For site visits our judgment
about which districts' administrative costs are unusu-
ally low or high was based on residuals from a
regression equation similar to that used in Table 5.

When administrative expenditures are especially
high, how do school districts spend the money? In
some cases, the district uses the school district
administrative budget as an employment program.

One high-expenditure district with
18,000 students had a staff of
2,500 of whom 995 were teachets.
This district had the state's 13th-
highest ratio of non-teachers to
total staff. Judging from
interviewees' comments in a
number of districts, "kicking the
bad principals upstairs" into the
central office is a fairly common
rtactice.

The results, as shown in Table 7, indicate that
there is little association between administrative
spending per teacher and student learning. However,
there is also no evidence that administrative spending
has a negative effect on instruction. We were unable
to explain the opposite-sign relationships between

Other districts have special
circumstances. One small, subur-
ban high-wealth district hired extra
staff to process the thousands of

job applications received each year from teachers
anxious to work in that district. Another disttict was
paying three superintendents, two of whom had been
dismissed from multi-year contracts in the previous
two years. One of these former superintendents had
sued the district for wrongful termination, creating
high legal costs as well.
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Table 7.-Results of test score r ressions

Variables

TASS
Scaled Score

TASS
Scaled Score

Constant 1,658.7 1,649.2

Percent low-income students -1.83 -1.84

(-16.8) (-17.0)

Percent black students -0.592 4571
(-5.64) (-5.45)

Percent Hispanic students -0.236 -0216
(-2.25) (-2.06)

Natural logarithm of district size 4.78 5.80

(4.48) (3.98)

campus size -0.012 -0.009

(-1.64) (-1.12)

Student-teacher ratio -2.37 -2.244

(-3.28) (-3.03)

Teachers average years 1.22 1.358

of experience (2.07) (2.30)

Expenditure per teacher 1.360

on total administration
(in thousands)

(1.34)

Expenditure per teacher 1.31

on central administration
(in thousands)

(0.80)

Expenditure per teacher 3.88

on school administration (2.30)

(In thousands)

Eiipenditure per teacher 01/0 -5.57

on instructionarpdministration
(in thousands)

(-2.10)

Expenditure per teacher 0.573 0.449

Oh cialuitoom instruction
(in thouiands)

(1.38) (1.08)

.636 .638

Adjusted R2 .632 .634

.INOTE: I-statistic* ere ri parentheses.
1Atiletiet which wer not etaristicelly shypEcent ere not ahem percent LEP Ardente, percent speciesclucabon stte:2ente. percent mobile

ardente and ',pendia. per teacher on minima% n.oelth, end social work elevIcee

1110URCE; Chrys Doursthee regressions ming PEWS ii TA AS dile from the Texas Education Agency.
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What Do Districts With Unusually
Low Administrative Expenditures Do
Differently?

C4stricts with below-average administrative
expenditures employ several expenditure-saving
measures. First, they limit expenditures on instruc-
tional administration, relying on their teachers or the
state's Re,ponal Educational Service Centers for
curriculum glevelopment services. Second, they
expeci senior administrative staff to share clerical and
support staff. Third, they pay their administrators
lesE. This option may not be available to districts that
hope to attract top-flight principals and superinten-
dents, however.

An underutilized option is the formation of
multi-district cooperatives to share expenditures in
areas such as curriculum development and data
processing. To examine the use of
cooperatives, our study contacted 48
school districts, 25 with a high
administrative/instructional expendi-
ture ratio and 23 wilii a low adminis-
trative/instructional 'expenditure ratio.
While 46 of these districts participated
in cooperatives to pool resources for
special education and ^everal do the
same for vocational education, only
two districts were members of coop-
eratives designed to achieve economies
in general administrative expenditures.
One district was part of a seven-
district cooperative designed to share
data processing expenses. The second
cooperative served 13 districts, providing services in
data processing, staff development, and technology
support.

Recommendations Made Based on
the Administrative Expenditure
Study

As a result of our study, we made the following
recommendations to the Texas legislature in 1993:

Administrative Ewenditures in Texas Public Schools

Define administrative expenditure broadly
(including campus and Instructional administra-
tion) to limit creative accounting.

Establish allowable ratios of administrative to
instructional expenditure.

Set these ratios at the 1990-91 statewide average,
to be reduced to 85 percent of that average in
three years.

Adjust the allowable ratio for district size and
percent of students in bilingual programs.

Withhold a dollar of state funding for every dollar
by which the district exceeds its allowable
expenditure ratio.

We projected that this approach would redired
$269 million into the classroom by
the 1996-97 school year, or about
$70 per student based on an
enrollment of 3.8 million students
in Texas. Compelling small
districts' adzninistrative/instruc-
tional expenditure ratio to conform
to the state average would redirect
an additional $20 million.

What Passed the
Legislature in the 1993
Session

Distracted by school finance
issues and the threat of a court-

ordered shutdown of public schools, the 1993 Texas
Legislature paid relatively little attention to adminis-
trative expenditure. The administrative expenditure
control measure that passed was considerably differ-
ent from the one recommended in the Administrative
Expenditure Study. The Legislature divided school
districts into five size categories, and specified that
the Commissioner of Education would set allowable
ratios of administrative to instructional expenditure
for each category. "Administrative expenditure" as
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defined by the legislature excludes campus adminis-
tration, but includes state and local categorical
programs.

This legislation was first implemented in the
1993-94 school year. As actual expenditure data
from subsequent years become available, it should be
possible to assess the impact of this legislation.
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Administrative Expenditure Limits
For Texas Public School Districts

Scott Jay Lewis
Texas Education Ageacy

Introduction

As resistance to local and state tax increases
sweeps the nation, policy makers have sought new
revenues for programs and proof that tax dollars are
being spent efficiently. The Texas Legislature enacted
legislation in 1993 intended to achieve each of these
goals. By rewiring school districts to limit their
administrative expenditures :3 a percentage of their
instructional expenditures, the legiskture sought to
limit administrative spending. 'This limit, in tura,
provided a mechanism to increase instructional
expenditures within existing educational revenues.

Texas' 1993 schaol finance statute, referred to
as Senate Bill 7 (SB 7), requires the establishment of
administrative expenditure standards for school
districts, the monitoring of administrative expendi-
tures by the Thxas Education Agency (TEA), and the
recovery of funds from districts that do not meet these
standards. This presentation reviews the implementa-
tion of the administrative expenditure provisions of

SB 7, the use of the state's educational and financial
data in that implementation, and the policy implica-
tions and findings from application of this statute to
1992-1993 school district expenditures.

Overview of the Administrative
Expenditure Limit Plan

Administrative Expenditure Calendar

'The statute to limit administrative expenditures
in Texas can be found in Section 16.205 of the Texas
Education Code. Table 1 provides the implementation
calendar created in the statute.

'The implementation calendar runs in overlap-
ping three year cycles. In the initial year of each
cycle, prior year expenditures are analyzed by com-
puting a ratio of specific administrative and instruc-
tional expenditures. ibis ratio is compared to a
standard established by the commissioner of educa-
tion. Districts exceeding their standard are placed on

79
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Table 1.implemensadon. timeline for adminleeive expendiaze limits

Pfrst Cyck 'SecondCycle Third Cycle

Year I Prior year expenditures

es:mined; Notification sent to
districts exceeding their standard.

Year 2 Nodfied districts plan budgets
accordingly and expend funds.

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Prior year acnial expenditures

examined:: .11notified districts

exceed standard in prior year.
stare recovers excess.

Prior year actual expenditures
examined; Notification sent to
districts exceeding their standard.

Notified districts plan budgets

acceedingly and expend funds.

Nor yeas actual expenditures
eismatiaL If noufied districts
ermil Umlaut in prior year.
was recovers atoms.

.

<0,

Prior year actual

iipenditures exam-

ined: Notification

sent to districts
exceeding their
standard.

Notified districts p

budgets accordingly
and expend funds.

Prier year actual
expenditures exam-
ined. If notified
districts exceed
standard in prior
year. MC 113COVeri

excess.

SOURCE: 'bass iklistaidanAgroey
ONO, V1111111111111111111MIIIIIIMMINIIIW

a nonfied status. These districts are required to
submit a plan by which their expenditures will meet
their standard in the subsequent school year. Ibis
gives districts time to design and adopt a budget
knowing the standard to which they will be held
accountable. Only notified districts are examined in
the final two years of the cycle.

In the cycle's third year. the TEA examines each
notified di ctrices prior year expenditures. if these

92

expenditures generate a ratio below the standard, at
district completes its obligation in the first cycle. lf
the district's ratio is above the standard, the state
recovers the amount by which the distnct would have
to reduce its administrative expenditures to meet the
standard.

A ncw three year cycle begins with every school

year. Because of this, a district that is notified in the
first year of one cycle could be below its standard in
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the next cycle's first year, or vice versa. The decision
to re-evaluate the standards is up to the commissioner
of education.

Evaluation Groups

Recognizing that expenditure patterns vary with
enrollment differences, the statute requires the com-
missioner of education to establish standards for five
categories of districts defined by average daily
attendance (ADA). The commissioner of education
may re-evaluate the standards as necessary. To
promote stability during the initial phases of imple-
mentation, the commissioner chose to maintain the
same set of standards for the first two implementation
cycles.

The statute also allows the commissioner to
make allowances for districts that receive a funding
adjustment due to their scarcity or that educate a large
proportion of students with special needs. The
commissioner established a sixth category for districts
that contain between 40 and 130 students and are at
least 30 miles or more from the nearest high school
district.

Early staff proposals anticipated dividing each
category of districts into quartiles based on percentage
of special needs students. Districts would have
received an adjustment based on their quartile rank-
ing. However, analysis of historical data showed that
the standards ultimately adopted did not affect
districts as a function of special needs students. This
finding, plus the fact that a district could not directly
calculate its 'special needs' rank, led the commis-
sioner to drop an explicit special needs population
adjustment.

Setting Standards

The statute also prescribcd the fund types,
functions, and objects of expenditure that would be
used for calculating the administrative expenditure
ratio. Only non-federal funds were used in evaluating
both instructional and administrative expenditures. A

policy decision was made to exclude state funded
expenditure arrangements for districts because
including these expenditures tended to hurt districts
that acted as cooperatives' fiscal agents. Although
involving relatively little revenue, this decision created
an additional incentive for districts to develop coop-
erative arrangements.

The statue also specifically limited administra-
tive expenditures to accounting functions 21 (Instruc-
tional Administration) and 41 (General Administra-
tion). Instructional costs were similarly limited to
accounting functions 11 (Instruction), 22 (Instruc-
tional Resources and Media Services), 25 (Cutricu-
lum and Instructional Staff Development), and 31
(Guidance and Counseling Services).

Finally, the administrative expenditure ratio was
calculated using only operating expenditures - payroll,
contracted services, supplies and materiPt, and other
operating expenses.

These provisions were summarized in a
worksheet provided to school districts for calculating
the administrative expenditure ratio (Table 2).

School District Finance Data in Texas

The TEA has two independent systems for
collecting financial information from school districts.
The major educational data collection effort is called
PEIMS (the Public Education Information Manage-
ment System). PEIMS Is designed to provide "useful,
accurate, and timely information on student demo-
graphics and academic performance, personnel, and
school district finances." (16.007 (c), Thxas Educa-
tion Code). Through PEIMS, the TEA receives
budget and actual financial information from school
districts on an annual basis.

SB 7 requires that PEIMS expenditure data be
used for the implementadon of the administrative
expenditures provision. Actual financial data is
available for analysis through PEIMS for a given
school year around the start of the next calendar year.
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Table 2.-Computation of Disnict Administrative Expenditure Ratio for the 1992-93 School Year

Expenditures from P Actual 93 (PEIMS) in Funds 11 (Local Maintenance) and 14 (Technology)

Administrative Expenditures

Ftections

21 - Instructional Administration
41 - General Administration

Total of Administrative Expendittues

Obs
6100 6200 6300 MOO

Payroll Costs Purchased
Contracted
Savices

Total = A

Supplies
and
Matalals

Other
Operating
Expenses

11 InsuualOu.
72 - bistrietitiaal Resources
25 -Cturiali ,siitiand Development
31 OuldinetssitdCor Alas'

s'irg
llatal of 'Mid at

last ructional Expenditures

6100
Payroll costs

Objects
6200
Purchased
Contracted

6300
Supplies
and
Mataials

93 AdOtialstrativiscost Ratio (Arm = Ratio

6400
Other

°Palming
Expenses

SOUltent *as Sikaiiiee Arany,
. ...raearrbe.arwr--..rr..mamaloioliora.

For example, the first implementation of the statute
considered 1992-93 school year actual expenditures
in January 1994 This lag is part of the reason for the
administrative expenditure statute's three year cycle.

The second type of financial data that districts
subnUt is their annual audited financial statement.
Because of timing, expenditure data submitted under

94

PE1MS is compiled prior to certification by an
independent auditor. It often takes districts several
months to submit a corrected audit to the TEA. In the
event, audit data was used to check the administrative
expenditure ratio results derived from PE1MS data.
The audit information was valuable in finding districts
with inaccuracies in their PE1MS submissions.
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Findings and Policy Implications

Fincfings

The statewide average instructional to adminis-
trative expeuditure ratio has deched each year since
1988 and is shown graphically in the chart. It is
antic:pated that the ratio will continue to fall as the
number of students in Texas increases through the end
of the decade.

Table 3 summarizes the first year's implementa-
tion of the administrative cost provisions of SB 7. It
includes a breakdown by the six district groups, their
standard ratio, the number of districts in the group,
the number and percent of districts in excess, and the
amount of excess dollars.

In 1992-1993, 12 percent of all Texas districts
exceeded their expenditure standard. These districts
had a combined $15 million more in administ.ative
expenditures than their standards allowed for given
their level of instructional expenditures. The five
largest districts of the 121 accounted for almost $6

1800 -

1600 -

1400

1200

1000

million of the excess, while the smallest 57 percent of
the districts accounted for only 12 percent of the
excess.

Districts between 5,000 and 9,999 ADA were
the most likely to be above their standard. This
category contains the fewest and probably the most
heterogeneous collection of districts. Included in this
category are large suburban districts and stable non-
metropolitan districts.

Not one of Cie state's 27 largest districts ex-
ceeded its administrative expenditure standard. This
is probably due to the economies of scale enjoyed by
large districts.

While not simply related to district wealth, the
probability that a district exceeds its ratio was related
to district tax effort. As tax rates increase so does the
probability that a district will exceed its administra-
tive expenditure standard.

Figure 1. Retio of Administrative to Instructional Costs

1988 1989

SOURCE Tomes Education Agency

199" 1991
Yeir

NNW
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Table 3.-Apphcation of Administrative Expenditure Standards to 1992-93 Actual Expenditures

Greater

than

5,000

to

1,000

to

500

to

Lem

than

ADA Group 10,000 9,999 4,999 500H Sparse TOTALS

Standard .1105 .1250 ..1401 .1161 .2634 .3614

Districts tn Group 68 49 129 205 301 94 1,048

Districts Exceeding 5 11 52 22 20 11 121

Standard

Percent of Districts 7 22 16 7 12 12 12

Exceeding Standard

Excess Admtnistrattve

(in thousands)

$5.915 S2,659 $4,600 $966 $733 $157 S15,074

Dollars given to

Instructional Expenditures

SOURCE: Texas Edwina. Army.

Limiting Administrative Expenditures with a
Ratio Approach

The basis for Texas' administrative expenditure
limits is a ratio between administrative and instruc-
tional expenditures. Such an approach has advan-
tages and disadvantages. If the intent is to reduce
total expenditures, a ratio a aproach is not a good
option. During the development of the administrative
expenditure proposal, policy makers hoped to save the
statt hundreds of millions of dollars by trimming
supposed adminiettative fat from school district
budgets. However, evaluation of the 1992-1993
expanditures revealed only $15 million of administra-
tive expenditures beyond what standards allowed
given instructional expenditures of $7.9 billion.

Since the ratio appruach only compares instruc-
tional to administrative spending, many Texas dis-
tricts will simply and legally alter accounting prac-
tices to reduce their administrative expenditure ratios.

For example, a small district may employ a superin-

tendent who functions as a transportation coordinator
and classroom teacher. Instead of charging the
superintendent's salary entitely to general administra-

tion, it could be proportionally charged to transpona-
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tion and instructional funcuons. This change would

lower the distncts administrative expenditure ratio.

The ratio approach has the advantage of being a

good planning tool for districts. ft can easily be

incorporated into all phases of a district's budget
process. Expenditures can also easily be tracked to

determine year-to-date compliance with the standard.

The ratio can be used as a comparison between

districts. As such, it could lead to finding more
efficient ways of operating school districts.

Problems for Small Districts

Districts with low enrollments can have palticu-

lar problems meeting their standard. First, such

districts may not have administrative staff members

with expertise in school district accounting principles

to take full advantage of the opportunities mentioned

earlier. Prior to this legislation, districts did not have

a financial incentive to charge proportionally the

salary of employees that perform more than one
function to each function. This statute has caused

many districts to reconsider such prutices.
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Small districts also spend a higher proportion of
their administrative budgets on obligatory expendi-
tures. Examples of such expenditures include an
independent financial audit of the district's books and
tax collection and property appraisal fees levied by
the district's county appraisal district. It is possible
for districts that cducate only a few students to find
their allowable administrative expenditures below the
amount they expend on non-discretionzry items.

Among small districts, those that are gaining
students have an easier time meeting their standard
than do those that are depopulating. As the number of
students increases, a greater percentage of new
spending occurs in instruction. However, when
student enrollment drops, districts have a harder time
reducing administrative expenditures, many of which
act as if fixed. Simply stated, student population
changes affect instructional expenditures (i.e., teacher
salaries) more directly than wiministrative expendi-
tures. Because of this, a depopulating district's
administrative expenditure ratio becomes less favor-
able as instructional expenditures fall while
administrational expenditures remain stable.

Excess Expenditures

Under the provisions of SB 7, a district is
notified that is has exceeded its standard whether that
excess is $100 or $100 minim,. The amount of that
excess dow not predict whether the notified district
will again exceed its standard or, if it does, the
amount by which it will exceed that standard. How-
ever, this initial excess amount becomes the focus of
the legislature, media, and subsequently the taxpayers.
Policy makers and the public should be educated to
the fact that excess money is not immediately avail-
able to districts for new programs or recovery by the
state.

Conclusions

The implementation of a new statute limiting
administrative expenditures in Texas school districts
has had some interesting effects. Regardless of the

mt of funds recovered by the state, the new law
has caused many districts to look at administrative
efficiencies while maximizing expenditures for
instruction. Specifically, schOol districts now have
explicit standards to follow in planning budgets. As
the implementation of this statute proceeds, the yield
from this effort to develop more efficient district
administration will become more obvious.
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Summary of Where's the Money Gone:

Changes in the Level and Composition
of Education Spending (1967-1991)

Richard Rothstein
Economic Policy Institute

When Benno Schmidt resigned Yale's presidency
to head a private school network, he explained why he
had given up on public schools: "We have roughly
doubled per-pupil spending (after inflation) in public
schools since 1965,"but the "nation's investment in
educzlimal improvement has produced very little
return."'

This is a conventional claim of public school
supporters and critics alike. School finance expert
Allan Odden Kites that "real" education 4xpenditures
increased by 58 percent in the 1960s, 27 percent in
the 1970s, and 30 percent in the 1980s, "but student
performanceand thus education productivityhave
not improved that much." According to a Brookings
Institution report by John Chubb and Eric Hanushek,
"since the Soviets launched...Sputnik,..seal expendi-
tures per student rose at an annual rate of 3 3/4
percent, nearly tripling between 1950 and 1988...
Spending has nearly tripled and performance has

droPPed."

Schmidt, Daum C.. Jr. 1992. "Education./ =ovation for profit." The
Snwerhatonts4 June 5.

The declining "productivity" claim is so well
established that few analysts have sought empirical
verification. Rather, the notion is a prelude to reform
prescriptions; if, after all, growth in public education
spending has outpaced any rise in school achievement,
the challenge is to design systems that use money
more zifectively, with no need to consider proposals
for additional funds.

While education spending has risen substan-
tially, the increase is both smaller and more complex
than most assume: real school spending increased by
61 percent between 1967 and 1991, lbout half the
expected real growth. Barely one-quarter of this
increase occurred in "regular education," the tradi-
tional school activities whose outcomes can be
measured in test scores, graduation rates, etc.

In this analysis, we did not adjust the 1967
school expenditure data with the Consumer Price
Index for all urban consumers (CPI-U). Instead, thc
Economic Policy Institute (EPI), with assistance from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), developed a
modified index (we call it the "net services" index
(NSW to measure inflation in service industries like
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education. When we use the NSI to adjust schools'
average per-pupil spending of $687 in 1966-67, we
find that "real" spending in 1967 was $3,456. Real
school spending growth is the amount of new money
spent in excess of inflationary changes measumlby
the NSIor 61 percent real growth.

Assigning Expenditures to Programs

States and districts do not normally report
school spending data by program type, although
education researchers increasingly ask them to do so.
To understand which programs received which funds,
we first defined the programs and then categorized
each expenditure of the nine sample districts by
program and employee type (i.e., teachers, aides,
other professionals, or other employees).

When classifying programs
into categories, we found that
distortions are inevitably implied by
any taxonomy of school programs.
Former Education Secretary Will-
iam Bennett's accusation that
schools waste funds in an "adminis-
trative blob" has led many research-
ers to focus on distinguishing
administrative from classroom
costs. They generally find adminis-
trative costs (central and
school-level) of 8 percent to
percent. We, on ttSe other hand,
assigned many expenditures, often
termed "administrative costs," to
programs.

The conventional focus on the distinction
between "classroom" and "administrative" expendi-
tures implicitly posits an industrial model of schools:
classrooms are like factory floors where "direct"
teaching labor carries out production, while other
functions provide indirect support. But, as in manu-
facturing, schools do not succeed as "direct to indi-
rect" ratios increase. Success depends on the intelli-
gence with which the enterprise is planned and

coordosted, as well as on the product mix created.
The implhit notion in educational debate that class-
rooms are "profit centers," while curriculum libraries
or school buses are "cost centers," prevents thought-
ful analysis of progranunatic productivity. Central
office development of cuniculum guides, for example,
and teachers' transmission of this curriculum, are
equally necessary to instruction either may be
conducted effectively or wastefully. By calculating
total costs for each program, including administrative
costs, we do not suggest that leadership funds Ire well
spent, any more than we believe that a separation of
classroom expenditures would identify the most
effective teaching techniques. Ibis cannot be deter-
mined by finance analyses alone and must be ad-
dressed in separate inquiries.

Our approach creates categories that are not
comparable to those studies that
specifically segregate administrative
costs, because we distinguish admin-
istrators who are associated with a
particular program from those
responsible for the overall direction
of the school enterprise. We assign
the forma exclusively to the program
with which they are idenfified; we
include the latter in a general admin-
istrative "overhead" or indirect
category that is ultimately allocated
to programs in proportion to eaCa
program's "direct" expenditures.

Categorizing expenditures by
program creates two unfamiliar results. First, those
who specialize in understanding school finance will be
unaccustomed to seeing programmatic expenditures.
Second, because we include pro-rata snares of state
government expenditures (Le., textbolk selection,
testing, special schools, teacher certification, and
retirement fund contributions), total expenditure
figures that we obtain will differ from those in district
reports. Because our categories may not easily be
comparable to those used in each school district's
report, we recognize that our data must be subject to



verification by other researchers. Therefore, we do
not offer anonymity to districts in the sample, and EPI
will make arrangements for qualified researchers who

wish to confirm these calculations.

Findings

Table 1 describes changes in the shares of total
spending for each program for the nine districts
included in this analysis. The table shows that special
education's share increased the most, increasing from
less than 4 percent of all spending in 1967 to 17
percent in 1991. In contrast, the share of funds
allocated to regular education declined. In 1967,
regular education consumed almost all of the avail-
able elementary and secondary education dollars-80
percent went to regular classroom teaching, school
libraries, textbooks, curriculum development, and
teacher training. (This calculation
includes a pro-rata, 80 percent share
of maintenance and general adminis-
trative costs). The share of elemen-
tary and secondary spending for
regular education fell to 59 percent in
1991. Table 2 describes the distribu-
tion of net new money in 1991 in the
nine districts. Special education took
the largest share (38 percent) of net
new money, while regular education
received only 26 percent of net new
money.

'Mies 3 and 4 compare chang-
ing sham of total spending and
amounts of net new money allocated to regular and
special education, the two largest spending categories
br each district These tables show that each district
in tbe sample increased its share spent on special
education and decreased the share of money spent on

regular education.

Regular Education Spending

The decline in the share of total spending for
regular education does not mean that real per-pupil

Level and Composition of Education Spending

spending for regular educat:on decreased. A smaller
share of a larger budget can still provide Increases.
Because total per-pupil spending grew by 73 percent
in these nine distticts, real regular education per-pupil
spending increased despite regular education's
reduced relative priority.

Table 5 shows the real per-pupil growth of
regular education spending in the nine districts. The
range of percentage change in spending between 1967
and 1991 is broadfrom a percentage change of 77.9
percent in the Spring Branch school district to a
percentage change of 3.5 percent in the Los Angeles
school district. The average percentage change was a
28 percent increase in spending per-pupil. Table 6
distinguishes direct from indirect (general administra-
tion, operations, and maintenance) expenses in regular
education. This table shows that the 3.5 percent

decline in the Los Angeles school
districts' per-pupil spending on
regular education (an average
annual decrease of 0.1 percent)
partly reflects a much larger
decline (an annual average of 2.7
percent) in indirect operations and
maintenance expenditures. How-
ever, even without this indirect
overhead allocation, the direct per-
pupil expenditures for regular
education in Los Angeles increased
only by 9 percent between 1967
and 1991, an average annual rate
of only 0.3 percent. This rate is
significantly less than the average

for the nine districts sampled (where direct per-pupil
expenditures for regular education, exclusive of
administrative, operations, and maintenance overhead,
increased by an annual average of 1.1 percent).

If the changes discussed above are typical of
other urban inega-districts, it might help to explain
why there is great concern about the academic out-
comes of these districts. Other urban districts in the
sample, (i.e., Fall River and East Baton Rouge), also
saw real direct per. pupil regular education costs
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Table 1.-Shares of total per-pupd spending forts& program, averageof nine districts: 1967 and 1991

(Programs listed in order of 1991 share of total per-pupil spending)

Share of total Change in

inendinn_ share_re-MPH
Program 1967 1991 1967-91

Regular education 79.6% 58.8% -20.9

Special education 3.7 17.0 13.3 ,

Compensatory education 54 4.3 -1.1

Attendance. counseling, dropout
prevention, alternative education 2.1 4.1 2.0

Food services 2.0 4.1 2.1

Regular student transportation 3.9 3.4 -0.5

Vocational education 1.4 3.0 1.6

Bilingual education 0.3 1.8 1.5

Desegregation 0.0 1.6 1.6

Regular health & psychological services 1.3 0.9 -0.3

After-school athletics 0.4 0.7 0.3

Security and violence prevention 0,1 0.4 03

All programs 100.0 100.0

Overhead allocated to above program:
General and school administration 94 9.7 0.2

Operations and maintenance "; 117 14.3 -1.4
.............

SOURCE: Where's tk Mosey Gone, Chows Is the Lost and amposigoo of Etbseation Spending, 1967-1991. by Richard

Rothstein with 1Caren Hawley Miles. Weidman, De Enasonabs May !Winos, 1995. abide 5., page 33).
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Table 3.Changes in regular education share of per-pupil spending: 1967-91 (listed in order of 1991

share for regular education)

Regular education
share of pcx-pupil Regular education

spending change share of net new

in share per-pupil spending:

District 1967 1991 1967-91 1967-91

Bettendorf 92% 72% -20% 36%

Boulder 84 64 -20 9

Anne Anindel 83 62 -21 41

Spring Branch 83 60 -23 44

Middletown 78 59 -19 35

East Baton Rouge 76 57 -18 22

Clairborne 57 53 -4 46

Fall River 76 51 -25 4

Los Angeles 87 51 -36 -5

Average 80 59 -21 26

=RC!! Wbetv's dse Money Genet Chows in die Level end Carpolikin 4 Etficahow Spending, 1967-1991,by Richard

Litedsneisleatb Karoo Hawley ham Wimbiastoo. DC: Economic Policy lostims. 1993. (Mk 7. MI 34).

Table 4.-Changes in special education share of per-pupil spending: 1967-91 (Listed In order of 1991

share for special education)

'
Special education Special education
share of per-pupil share of net new

. tpending change Per-PuPii spending:
Disttict 1967 1991 1967-91 1967-91

Fall Rives 8% 22% 14% 49%

Middletown 2 22 20 46

Los Angeles 2 18 16 42

Anne Arundel 3 18 15 33

Boulder 4 16 12 47

Eat Baton Rouge 4 16 12 40

Bettendorf 3 16 12 39

Spring Branch 3 13 13 19

Claisborne 4 12 9 26

Average 4 17 13 38

SOURCE: Where's del Hooey Gene? Chow in die Level and Consperision of Eikocessen Spend*, 1967-1991, by Ricbard Rados* *nib

Urea Hawk, Milos. Wadlottos. DC: Economic Policy bulimic. FAS. (Table II, me 35).
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llble 5.Growth in real regular.education per-pupil vending

Regular education
spending per-pupil ibtal
(in 1991 dollars) percent

Av. *rageanrnialDistrict 1967 1991 cbange percent ge

Spring Branch S1,825 $3247 77.9 2.4Anne Arundel 2,513 3,780 50.4 1.7Clairbome 1,027 1.524 484 1.7Middletown 3,424 4,691 37.0 1.3Bettendorf 2,674 3,229 20.8 0.8East Baton Rouge 2,096 2,424 15.7 0.6Boulder 3,189 3,317 4.0 0.2Fall River . 2,279 2,345 2.9 0.1Los Angeles 3,118 3,010 -3.5 -0.1

Average change
28.2 1.0 .....,..,SOURCE Where's the Money Gone? Changer Mae level and Composition of &location Spendink2967-1991, 4 iticardRothstein with Karen Hawley Miles. Washingtonjr; Economic %lig Institnie,.19952'.' 9, 3Or: 'i..i.

o
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ircrease by less than the sample average, and this
increase was partly a result of drastic reductions in
maintenance expenses (and, in Fall River, administra-
tive expenditures as well) attributed to regular educa-
tion. In contrast, suburban districts such as Spring
Branch, Anne Arundel, and Middletown saw direct
regular education per-pupil spending increase at an
average annual rate of 2.4 percent, 1.7 percent and
1.4 percent, respectively.

The Components of Regular
Education Spending and Sources of
Change

The 28 percent real growth of regular education
spending raises three issues:

Did regular education spending components
change over time?

How much average teacher
salary growth is attributable to
higher salary scales, and how
much resulted from teachers
ascending pay scales by gaining
experience and education?

Have staffing patterns (class
size, for example) changed?

lb answer these questions
Karen Hawley Miles analyzed
staffing and enrollment detail for
three districts of different sizes:
Middletown (small), Boulder
(medium-sized), and East Baton Rouge (large). While
the regular education costs grew by 28 percent for the
nine-districts in the sample, Miles found that in this
subsample regular education costs increased 19
percei.t. Me EP1 report uses her Absample analysis,
in combination with expenditure data from the nine
districts, to assess basic patterns, understand varia-
tion, and highlight important questions for further

investigation.

Our analysis suggests that:

Dollar allocations between teaching, administra-
tion, instructional materials, and other regular
education functions changed little between 1967
and 1991. But, this continuity masks important
trends.

In the three districts Miles examined in greater
detail, per-pupil spending on compensation for
regular education teachers grew by 23 percent.

Salary scales barely kept pace with inflation:
teachers' age (experience) and education almost
fully account for the increase in average salaries.

Spending on instructional aides grew, but still
accounts for a relatively small portion of instruc-

tional spending.
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Further Research

EPI's study, Where's the Money
Gone, takes preliminary steps in
research areas previously ignored by
the education research community.
Elaboration and refinement of the
"net services index" (NSI), could
provide more realistic pictures of
education spending changes in other
districts and time periods, as well as
permit more realistic comparisons of
resource growth in different districts
and regions. The classification of
expenditures by program for other

districts and other time periods could help confirm
whether the initial conclusions of the EP1 report are
valid. A uniform programmatic accounting system, if
adopted by districts, would help policymakers learn
where education money is spent. Development of
outcome measures for many school programs is
needed before programmatic expenditure data can be
used in future discussions of school productivity.
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Improving School Performance
While Controlling Costs

The production of school reform reports is a big
business in the United States. The current trend of
reform was started by A Nation at Riik, the 1983
official government report that detailed the decline of
America's schools. Since then, new reports have been
published so frequently that it 18 Me for a MajOr
institution not to have its own report and position on
reform. Yet, it is startling how little any of the reform
reports, and the reform movement itself, draw upon
economic principles in formulating new plans.

The movement to reform our schools largely is
motivated by economic issues. Concerns about the
strength of the United States economy, the incomes of
the citizens, and the gaps between standards of living
for different racial groups are consistently and
forcefhlly grounded in questions about the quality of
our schools. A parallel issue, seldom addressed in the
reform reports, is whether the steadily inczeasing
fkinds being devoted to schools are being used effec-
tively. lbtAlC economic issues are at the core of

Eric A. Hanushek
University of Rochester

interest and apprehension about the state of the
nation's schools.

An underlying theme of this paper is that
economic principles are essential to any true reform of
the education system. Economists have studied the
role that education plays in developing worker skills
since before the United States declared its indepen-
dence, and have learned a great deal on the subject.
More recently, economists have considered how
schooling affects such diverse things as the character
of international trade and the choices families make
about investments in their own health. The results of
this work have not been adequately incorporated into
the nation's thinking and policies toward schools.
Most importantly, standard economic principles are
seldom applied to policy making or to the administra-
tion of schools.

I I I
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This paper grew out of the efforts of the Panel
on the Economics of Education Reform (PEER), a
group of American economists who wanted to bring to
light a variety of economic thought and various
economic approaches as they relate to school reform.
These ideas are elaborated in the panel's repon:
Making Schools Work: Improving fetfonnance and
Controlling Costs. This paper, however, does not
point to a specific program or method for reGrganizing
schools to solve the problems associated with school
reform, in part because we do not believe that there is
a single answer. Instead, the paper advocates an
overall concentration on strengthening performance
incentives and on comparing benefits with costsa
set of decision rules that have proven extremely
useful in enhancing business performance but that
have been ignored by schools. The paper also empha-
sizes the need for experimentation and evaluation
items generally missing from today's
schools.

Why We Worry About
Education

Because the schooling system
allows little room for individual
preference or competition among
alternative suppliers, it is important
that the public have some voice in
how it is organized. The central
questions include: (1) Are we as a
nation investing enough in school-
ing, and (2) Are resources devoted
to schooling being used in the best
possible way?

Economists tend to focus on the trade-offs
between alternative uses of resources. Money spent
on schools cannot be used for buying health services,
consumer goods, or national defense (and vice versa).
Economists devote very little attention to evaluating

' The Panel on the Economics of Education Reform (PEER) met over the
penod 1990-94. hi final report was pc bhshed by the Brooking:
Institution in October 1994 (Hanushek et al, 1994).
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choices that individual families make, such as whether
to purchase a television or a car, because it is as-
sumed that individuals make informed choices about
things that directly affect them. But when government
is heavily involved in the decision making, the possi-
bility of under- or over-investing is more likely. If
resources are not used effectively, as is more likely
when there is little competition, society gives up too
many other things in supporting its schools.

Analysis demonstrates clearly that education is
valuable to individuals and to society as a whole. Our
economy values skilled individuals, which is reflected
directly in the nigh relative labor market earnings and
the low relative unemployment rates of educated
individuals. These facts on their own justify general
investment in schooling, but they are only part of the
story. More educated members of society are gener-

ally healthier, they are more likely to
become informed citizens who
participate in government, they are
less likely to be involved in crime,
and they are less likely to P.e depen-
dent on public Support. Moreover,
the education level of the work force
affects the rate of productivity
growth in the economy, and thus the
future economic well-being of
society. These latter factors, while
further justifying schooling invest-
ments, provide clear reasons for
governmental support and finance of
education (as opposed to purely
private finance).

Much of the analysis on the effects of education
on earnings and the economy relate to the amount of
schooling obtained by individuals in the population.
As previous growth in educational attainment of the
population has virtually stopped, the recent debate has
turned from how much schooling students receive to
questions about the quality of each year of schooling.
In simplest terms, are students learning sufficient
amounts during each year of schooling, and what is
the impact of learning differences among individuals?
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The strongest evidence of the effects of school
quality relate to individual earnings. Better skills of
individuals, which can be directly related to the
quality of schooling, are rewarded in the labor market.
There also is evidence that such skills are becoming
more important over time as an increasingly technical
work place searches for individuals to fill jobs.
Finally, school quality directly affects the amount of
schooling an individual completes, with students from
better schools seeking post-secondary education,
thus, enjoying the added rewards of increased school-
ing. Again, these benefits justify investments in
school quality.

It is also important to understand some of the
macroeconomic implications of schooling invest-
ments, because the public debate has been particularly
confused about these issues. In the past quarter of a
century, as questions have been raised
about what is happening in schools,
the national economy has experienced
extraordinary changes. The rate of
increase in the productivity of the
labor force, an important determinant
of the economic well-being of society,
fell dramatically in the 1970s and
1980s. The importance of interna-
tional trade over this period has .
dramatically impacted the United
States economy, leading some citizens
and policymakers to panic about our
ability to compete as foreign competi-
tors have taken over markets previ-
ously dominated by American firms.
And, most recently, the economy has languished with
low growth of gross domestic product and higher
unemployment rates.

Which of these issues are related to the per-
ceived decline in the quality of schools dining this
period, and which are likely to be affected by quality
improvements? Current research suggests that school
quality enters into determining the overall productivity
growth of the national economy, although there is
considerable uncertainty about the exact magnitude of

the effect. It is, nonetheless, clear that the past
decreases in productivity could not have been caused
by the recent declines in student performance, because
these students were not in the labor force in sufficient
numbers to have influenced the observed productivity
changes (Bishop 1989). Any direct effects of current
student quality on national productivity growth will be
felt at some time in the future. Moreover, the direct
effects of changes in the quality of American schools
on the level of trade deficits or on the character of
international trade are almost surely very small, since
international trade is driven more by other factors of
world economies. Finally, there is no reason to
believe that business cycles and macroeconomic
fluctuations are influenced by the schooling of the
labor force. Thus, claims about the effect of school-
ing, past or future, on overall aggregate performance
of the economy appear exaggerated, and these claims

do not provide direct justification
for significant expansions in public
schooling.

In summary, schooling is
important. Investing in more and
better schooling has been profitable
for individuals and society. How-
ever, the case for supporting
education is not without bounds.
Other investments, such as in more
modern plants and equipment, also
have distinct pay-offs, so that the
potential for schooling investments
should be kept in perspective.
Benefits must be compared to

costs. Moreover, even a perfectly functioning school
system will not solve all of the problems of our
society and economy.

What We Know about Schools

A considerable amount of documentation has
been gathered about the economics of the education
sector. Education is, after all, a sector that is notice-
ably larger than, say, steel and automobiles, and, as
noted, education has strong links to other parts of the
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economy. As such, it has received its share of analy-
sis and attention. The resalts of this economic
analysis haVe been at best ignored, at worst contra-
dicted, in many of the popular versions of school
reform.

The overall story about what has been happen-
ing in schools is clear: the rapid increases in expendi-
tures on schools during the past three decades simply
have not been matched by measurable increases in
student pedonnance. Moreover, detailed studies of
schools have shown a variety of inefficiencies;
inefficiencies which, if corrected, could provide funds
for a variety of improvement programs.

There was a dramatic rise in real expenditure
per pupil between 1890 and 1990. Figure 1 shows
that, after allowing for inflation, expenditures per
pupil increased at almost 3.5 percent per year for 100
years (Hanushek, Rivkin, and Jamison 1992;
Hanushek and Rivkin 1994). This remarkable growth
is not explained away by such things as increases in
special education or changes in the number of immi-
grant students in the school population, although those
have had a noticeable impact on school expenditures.
Figure 1 also shows that expenditures on instructional

staff salaries increased at a noticeably slower rate
than expenditures on all other items, particularly
between 1970 and 1990.

Matched against this growth in spending,
student perfonnance has at best stayed constant, and
may have fallen. While aggregate perfonnance
measures am somewhat imprecise, taken together they
indicate no appreciable gains in student perfonnance
over time. The path of achievement on reading,
mathematics, and science exams, shown in figures 2-
4, is representative of the pattern of perfonnance for
the population and for racial/ethnic subgroups
(Alsalam et al. 1993). These figures show the
performance over time of a representative sample of
17-year-olds on the various components ofthe
National Asses:intent of Educational Progress
(MEP). There also have been a series of embarrass-
ing comparisons with students in other countries. The
comparisons of United States and Japanese students
in the early 1980s showed, for example, that only five
percent of American students surpassed the average
Japanese student in mathematics proficiency
(McKnight et al. 1987; National Research Council
1989).

Figure 1.-Real expenditure per pupil (in 1990 dollars per student),
1890-1990, by inshuctional staff salaries and other
current spending

.1990 dollars per student
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SOURCE: Hankishek WU; RIAvi, 1994.
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Figure 2.--Reading achievement of 17-year-olds,
by race/ethnicity: 1971-92
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Figure 3.Mathdmatics achievement of 17-year-olds,
by race/ethnicity: 1973-92
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Figure 4.Science achievement of 17-year-olda,
by race/ethnicity: 1970-92
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The problems of performance are particularly
acute when considered by race or socio-economic
status. Even though there has been some narrowing
of the differences in performance, the remaining
disparities are huge and incompatible with society's
goal of equity. The changes in aggregate spending on
schools have not been sufficient to eliminate, or even
to reduce significantly, the long-standing performance
gaps between advantaged and disadvantaged students.

The pattern of spending changes in recent years
points to an upcoming fiscal crisis for the nation's
schools. During the 1970s and 1980s the American
student population fell dramatically. During that
time, increases in per-pupil expenditures were offset
by decreases in thistudent population so that aggre-
gate spending on schools rose more slowly than per-
pupil expenditures (Hanushek and Rivkin 1994). But
the situation is now changing, and the student popula-
tion is rising again. As rising student populations
combine with growth in real spending per student,
aggregate spending will increase at a higher rate than
it has over the past decade. These prospective
expenditure increases are likely to collide with public
perceptions that school performance is not rising. If
this happens, local taxpayers (who play an important
role in American school finance) are likely to resist
future expenditure increases with unprecedented
insistence, putting schools in a difficult fiscal squeeze.
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Moreover, many of the major urban districts face
fiscal pressures from competing demands for public
revenues, such as welfare or police funding, suggest-
ing that the worst of the fiscal crisis might appear in
the already pressured schools of major cities.

The aggregate results, where expenditure
increases have not been accompanied by improve-
ments in student performance, are confirmed in more
detailed studies of schools and classrooms (Hanushek
1986, 1989). These more detailed studies document a
variety of common policies that increase costs but
offer no assurances of commensurate improvements in
student performance. Perhaps the most dramatic
finding of analyses of schools is that smaller class
sizes usually have no general impact on student
performance, even though they have obvious implica-
tions for school costs. While some specific instruc-
tion may be enhanced by smaller classes, student
performance in most classes is unaffected by varia-
tions in class size in the standard range of class sizes
between 15 and 40 students. Nevertheless, in the face
of high costs which yield no apparent performance
benefits, the overall policy of states and local districts
has been to reduce class sizes in order to try to
increase quality. A second, almost equally dramatic
example, is that obtaining an advanced degree does
little to insure that teachers do a better job in the
classroom. It is just as likely that a teacher with a
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bachelor's degree would elicit high performance from
students as a teacher with a master's degree. Again,
since a teacher's salary invariably increases with the
completion of a master's degree, this is an example of
increased expenditure yielding no gains in perfor-
mance. These ejust two examples of how increased
expenditures do not necessarily lead to increased
student performance.

At the same time, while there is no consensus
about what specific factors affect student perfor-
mance, there is overwhelming evidence that some
teachers and schools are significantly better than
others. The dramatic differences in performance
simply are not determined by the training of teachers,
the number of students in the classroom, or the overall
level of spending. A primary task of school reform is
increasing the likelihood that a student ends up in a
high quality learning environment.

The current inefficiencies of
schools, with too much money spent
for the student performance ob-
tained, indicate that they can
generally make improvements in
their performance at no additional
cost. Schools need to IlSe existing
resources in more effective ways.
These inefficiencies also indicate
that continuing the general policies
of the past is unlikely to lead to
student performance gains, even
though cost pressures will continue
to mount. While it may be appro-
priate to increase spending on schools in the future,
the first priority is restructuring how existing re-
sources are being used.

What Might Be Done

Any reform program must explicitly consider
both the costs and the potential benefits of changes.
Virtually all past considerations of school reform have
simply ignored costs, or argued that the benefits were
large enough to support any proposed increased costs.

The disregard for costs leads to distorted decisions.
dlis view undoubtedly lowers the likelihood

that any proposals will be taken seriously, because
policymakers and the public will consider the price
tag attached to any major restructuring of schools.
As indicated above, however, attention to both costs
and benefits should not be restricted just to new
programs. Many existing programs are inefficient,
and should be replaced by more cost-efficient pro-
grams

Education is, however, a very complicated task
that requires the cooperation and ingenuity of indi-
vidual teachers, principals, and other school person-
nel. It is, moreover, virtually hopeless to think of
running a high quality educational system without the
active involvement of students. Finally, many equally
effective approaches to learning various subjects and

skills seem to exist, differentiated
only by how individual teachers and
students adapt to specific tactics and
techniques. Because there is no
single best approach to performing
specific edutational tasks, it is
simply not possible to design policies
that are based on fuli descriptions of
what is to be done and how it is to be
done in the classroom.

The policy suggestions here
differ from most pi Ivious school
reform reports. We do not recom-
mend a specific program or restruc-
turing of schools. As the PEER

report, Making Schools Work emphasizes, current
knowledge simply does not, in our opinion, support
specific choices or broad recommendations. Indeed,
we have every reason to believe that many different
approaches might be simultaneously employed in a
revised and effective schooling system. On the other
hand, certain strategies in possible reforms are very
clearly more beneficial, and it is these that we empha-
size. Strategies involving improved incentives,
ongoing evaluation, transmission of performance
information, and consistent application of rational
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decision rules must be central to any productive
reform path.

Incentives based on student outcomes hold the
largest hope for improving schools. This idea is
radically different from past policy, whicn has been
based on a combination of regulations and central
prescription of inputs to schoolingthe resources,
organization, and structure of schools and classrooms.
Little attention has been focused on the results.
Improvement is more likely to occur if policies are
built on what students actually accomplish and if
good performance by students is rewarded. If prop-
erly designed, performance incentives will encourage
the ingenuity and effort necessary to develop and
implement effective programs.

The implementation of performance incentives
requires having explicit goals and
developing measurements of perfor-
mance that relate to these goals.
Improving schools is currently made
very difficult by the lack of generally
agreed upon measures of perfor-
mance. Quite clearly, developing
incentive systems must include
consensus about how good perfor-
mance is defined and subsequently. .
rewarded. Nonetheless, we do not
see a test-driven management of
schools but a reform that incorpo-
rates a variety of performance
observations.

at schools, it is important to think of incentives
directed at students. Active student participation in
schooling is absolutely necessary for high perfor-
mance, so developing ways to encourage more student
(and parent) activity will reinforce any reforms aimed
at schools.

These conceptually appealing performance
incentives are virtually untested. Few examples of
their use are available; and, as with the vast majority
of new programs instituted in schools, attempts to
introduce these various incentive systems are seldom
evaluated in any systematic manner. Therefore, we
know neither what forms of incentive systems are best
nor what results we might expect from broader use of
any spexific system.

This lack of knowledge about performance
systems calls for a broad program of
experimentation and evaluation.

A wide range of incentive systems offer hope for
improving schools (Hanushek et al. 1994). These
systems are the subject of much heated debate and
frequently bring forth emotional responses. They
include charter schools, merit schools, merit pay for
teachers and principals, private contracting for
services, magnet schools, and broad-based school
choice. Each of these systems conceptually focuses
attention and incentives on performance, either
through school evaluations or through parental
involvement. In addition to these incentives directed
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Improvement on a large scale will be
possible only with the development
of a knowledge base of effective
approaches. However, this is not an
argument for more research on
schools as they are currently orga-
nized. It is specifically directed at
encouraging wider development and
use of new incentive structures
incentive structures that have little
use In the current schools. Such
policies are risky, because some
incentive systems will not work as
hoped or predicted, but the alterna-

tive is retaining the old system that we know does not
perform acceptably.

Evaluation is central. We must be able to
disseminate and build on good results. Eval.uation is
itself difficult, because it is essential to disentangle the
various influences on student perfonnance. Schools
aid teachers are two factors that affect student
learning. The students themselves and their parents
directly influence performance, as do other students
and other members of the community. Therefore,
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evaluation must concentrate on extracting the value-
added of schools and linking this value-added to the
programs and organization of the schools.

Any improved system will have to harness the
energy and imagination of the personnel in the local
schools. If incentives are instituted to reward perfor-
mance, school personnel must have the freedom to
institute the programs and approaches that will best
enhance student performance. As indicated, the
specific approach will almost certainly differ across
schools and teachers, even if everybody faces the
same reward structure for student performance. All
of these approaches support the argument for decen-
tralization of decision making. Some form of site-
based management is likely to be an important
component of new incentive systems.

The current approach to site-based systems, one
of the most popular reform ap-
proaches in the country today, is not
fully consistent with the ideas
presented here. Most existing
plans, proposals, and uses of site-
based management are not directly
linked to student performance.
Without such links, decentralization
of decision making has little general
appeal. In short, site-based man-
agement is not an end in itself, but a
means for implementing other
reforms. Moreover, while the
concept of decentralizing decision
making is very appealing in various
incentive schemes, there is little evidence to suggest
that sufficient capacity for such decision making
currently exists. As with many of the changes
sugpsted here, the implementation will involve a
period of learning and of attracting suitable personnel
to carry out the program.

of this country has undeniably low average perfor-
mance levels in the schools, and society must follow
through on its general commitment to eliminate these
disparities. At the same time, the most effective
approaches to the education of these students will be
based on the same principles espoused here. Careful
attention to student outcomes, the development and
institution of performance incentives, the evaluation
of programs, and attention to both costs and benefits
must be central to any plan for improving the educa-
tion of disadvantaged students. Some of the most
promising approaches to the education of the disad-
vantaged, such as the Accelerated Schools Program,
follow the basic principles outlined here, such as
having clear objectives and incorporating regular
evaluation of student performance into the school
structure. Programs for the disadvantaged must, as
with other raograms, be driven by performance.
Programs for disadvantaged students may differ in the

details from programs for more
advantaged studentsfor example,
through more attention to how
families are involved in the pro-
gramsbut they still rely on better
matching between schools and
students and personnel. More
attention might also be devoted to
early childhood education for the
disadvantaged, but should be subject
to evaluation in the same manner as
other school programs. Finally,
programs for the disadvantaged may
well involve additional resources, but
these resources should be linked to

developing and instituting effective programs.

The educational problems of the disadvantaged
frequently are treated in an entirlly different way from
more general reform, but we bel :ve that this is
largely inappropriate. The disadvantaged population
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How to Implement Change

The current system of American schools does
not emphasize student performance, so it should not
be surprising that performance does not match our
hopes and expectations. Most new programs offer
few incentives to improve student achievement, and
very little experimentation or evaluation is conducted.
Each of these needs to be changed, but change also
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implies very different roles for the participants in the
system. This discussion highlights key issues in-
volved in re-directing the focus of school policy.

The current teacher or principal would be in a
very different situation under virtually any incentive
system c. idered here. In many ways, teachers are
the most important component of our schooling
system, and they must become an active part in the
development of improved schools. The teachers who
will be best able to work within a new system with
enhanced decision making roles may be quite different
from the current teachers in terms of experience,
training, expectations, etc. Current teachers cannot,
however, be ignored in the process. Even though
there will be a significant turnover of teachers over
the next decade, the current group of teachers will
remain a substantial portion of the total teacher force
for many years. Implementation of
new systems in which teachers
would have different responsibilities
and rewards might involve two-tier
employment contracts. New
teachers would receive very differ-
ent contractscontacts that would
generally involve less tenure guaran-
tees, more risks, and greater flex-
ibility and rewards. Current
teachers, on the other hand, would
continue under existing employment
rules for tenure, pay, and work
conditions unless they individually
opt for the new-teacher contract.
Such a structure is designed to
recognize the legitimate contractual arrangements
with current teachen while establishing radically
different structurm and contracts with new teachers
that are consistent with the different incentive struc-
tures advocated here.

State governments also need to make substantial
changes in the role they play in education. The new
role of states should be to promote and encourage
experimentation and implementation of new incentive
systems. The future of school reform depends on
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developing new information, and states must actively
lead in this effort. The states must first work to
remove unproductive "input" regulations ard certifi-
cation standards, which unfortunately form the core of
most current state educational programs. Instead,
states need to concentrate on establishing performance
standards and explicit student outcome goals. An
important part of this effort is encouraging experi-
mentation with alternative incentive structures and
technologies and providing direct support for evalua-
tion and dissemination of program information.
Clearly, however, local districts currently do not have
sufficient capacity to develop, implement, and evalu-
ate their own systems. Moreover, states often mis-
trust individual districts and undoubtedly will resist
permitting complete flexibility within local districts.
To deal with this problem, states should intervene
Wien local systems fail to perform at acceptable

levels. The form of interveation is
important, however. Perhaps the best
response involves the assurance to
individual students and parents that
alternatives will be provided for non-
performing local districts, for
example by providing extensive
choice or voucher opportunities. The
opposite approach, pursued now, is
either to develop extensive input and
Frocess regulations to reduce the
range of potentially unacceptable
actions by local districts or to
threaten to replace existing district
personnel with state personnel.
Neither approach provides the right

incentives or any real assurance of improvement.

The federal government should take on a
['emery role in developing outcome goals and stan-
dards, developing performance information, support-
ing broad program evaluation, and disseminating the
results of evaluations. The federal government should
also be involved in supporting supplemental programs
for disadvantaged and minority students. As previ-
ously mentioned, programs for disadvantaged students
should follow the same guidelines as above, but also
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may involve expansion of earlier childhood education,
integration of health and nutrition programs, and other
interventions to supplement background disadvan-
tages. Providing these added programs is the proper
role for the federal government, which strives to
insure equal opportunity for all citizens. These
federal roles are consistent with many their current
functions, but are extended to complement the perfor-
mance emphasis proposed for schools.

Local school districts should take responsibility
for making curricular choices, managing teacher and
administrative personnel including hiring and firing on
a performance basis, and establishing closer links
with businesses (paiticularly for students not continu-
ing on to post-secondary schooling). While none of
these responsibilities are qualitatively different from
current roles, they would be significantly different in
content if states removed many of their restrictions on
instruction and organization. More-
over, if major decisions devolved to
local schools, new emphasis would
be placed on management and
leadership, and undoubtedly new
decision-making capacity would
have to be developed.

Businesses also have new roles.
While U.S. businesses have fre-
quently lamented the quality of
workers they receive from schools,
they have never worked closely with
schools in defining the skills and
abilities that they are looking for in
prospective workers. More direct input to schools,
perhaps coupled with long-term hiring relationships,
could aid both schools and businesses. Moreover, if
businesses insist on high performance in school,
showing interest in transcripts and other evidence of
scholastic performance, students would have very

different incentives to work hard in school. Finally,
the movement of schools i.,to the realm of perfor-
mance incentives places the..n more in line with
businesses that have traditionally employed such
incentives. Businesses could aid in developing
systems of performance incentives for school person-
nel.

A school system that regularly generated and
disseminated performance information would provide
a greater role for students and parents. Many of the
approaches, such as expanded choice or more decen-
tralized decision making, require an active involve-
ment of parents. Currently, parents do not have many
ways to interact effectiveiy with schools, but more
emphasis and information about performance could
alter this relationship dramatically.

An Overriding Perspective

Most school reform reports
begin and end with a plea for
additional funding. I have a differ-
ent view of how reform should
proceed. I believe that it is Atally
important to concentrate first on
incentives and fundamental organi-
zational issues. This focus should
precede any substantial changes in
funding

In the long run, the nation may
find it appropriate to increase school
expenditure. It is difficult to

determine at this point what might be appropriate or
necessary. But, it is clear that expanding resources
first, and looking for reform second, is unlikely to
lead to an improved system. A more expensive
system, yes. A system with better performance,
unlikely.
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